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Sammanfattning
Omkring 19% av all elektricitet som produceras idag runtom i världen åtgår till att belysa vägar och städer.
Ljuset som produceras även i ett slösaktigt utförande som skapar störningar i natur såväl som för
människor. Nya utvecklingar kring ljusdioder kan bringa bot till dessa problem men teknologin kräver en
passande revision av gatubelysningars roller i samhället. Dioderna använder nämligen en bråkdel av
energin äldre belysningsmetoder kräver och medför en revolution i fysiska implementeringsmöjligheter
medans de även låter sig kontrolleras till en hög grad. Dessa egenskaper gör att de har en oöverträffad
anpassningsbarhet. Examensarbetet ser till hur estetik kan användas för att optimalt introducera lamporna
i den världomfattande installationen dem. Lampornas unika möjligheter undersöktes och användes till
att utveckla ett Koreansk-inspirerat gatulyse och ett interaktivt belysningssystem i två separata
designprocesser. Resultatet av utvecklingarna var först, en modulbaserad armatur med en kostnadseffektiv
konstruktion. Det andra resultatet var ett interaktivt stadsbelynsingssystem som föreslår ett dämpningsbart
system vilket genom en adapterbar dator svarar på fotgängares närvaro. Detta examensarbete (D7014A) är
ett projekt inom industriell design på utbildningen Teknisk design vid Luleå Tekniska Universitet och
innefattar 30 högskolepoäng. Projektet sträckte sig över 20 veckor under vårterminen 2016. Arbetet
utfördes i samarbete med Pukyong National Universitys institution för industriell design i Busan,
Sydkorea.

Abstract
As of today, around 19% of all electricity that is produced around the world goes toward lighting roads
and cities. The light is also produced in a wasteful manner, creating disturbances in nature as well as for
people. Recent developments in light emitting diodes offers remedy to these problems but the technology
needs a proper revision of street lighting’s purposes. Light emitting diodes use a fraction of the energy
needed for previous lighting methods. They offer unique implementation opportunities in physical
construction as well as being highly controllable which makes them highly adaptable. The thesis looks at
how aesthetics can be used to optimally introduce the upcoming worldwide installation of the new
technology. Its unique characteristics were looked at and used to create a Korean styled luminaire and an
interactive street lighting system in two separate design processes. The results of the developments were
firstly, a modular luminaire which combines Korean architectural aesthetics with a cost effective
construction. The second result was an interactive urban street lighting system which suggests a dimmable
lighting that through an adaptable computer control responds to pedestrians’ presences. This is a master’s
thesis (D7014A) is a project in product design at the education of industrial design engineering at Luleå
University of Technology and is worth 30 credits. The project spanned 20 weeks during the spring
semester of 2016. The project was conducted in collaboration with Pukyong National University’s
industrial design department, in Busan, South Korea.
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1 Introduction
According to a report by the International Energy Agency 19% of produced energy worldwide goes
towards power grid connected lights (Waide & Tanishima, 2006). Lights that we all are familiar to as street
and road lighting. Other reports show correlations between disturbances of natural occurrences and the
presence of street lighting. Riley et al. (2013) found evidence suggesting it interrupts migration of salmon.
Another study even found a connection between house infestations of insects spreading Chagas disease
and night time lights (Pacheco-Tucuch, Ramirez-Sierra, Gourbière, & Dumonteil, 2012). These symptoms
are consequences from the excessive, misdirected light that is called light pollution (Figure 1). These
problems point out only a few findings but they exemplify a necessity for lighting when needed and not
needed since light is very much connected to the way most life on earth goes on. An adaptive and
intelligently used street lighting could be a solution, however it has not been possible until recent
developments with light emitting diodes (LED).
This master’s thesis project (D7014A) is a project in product design at the education of industrial design
engineering at Luleå University of Technology (LTU) and is worth 30 credits. The project spans 20 weeks
during the spring semester of 2016. As a finishing chapter of the degree this project seeks to assess
knowledge and skills within engineering, design and problem solving by independent work within a
development process. Furthermore, the project is conducted at Pukyong National University in
collaboration with its department of industrial- and visual design.
The purpose of this master thesis project is to exercise and verify knowledge taught throughout the
education. This includes ability to identify ill-defined problems, understand users, formulate ideas and
develop sustainable products.

Figure 1. Map of global light pollution. By Basilicofresco (2011), (Flickr) via Wikimedia commons. Used
Under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic

Background and problem definition
Be it day or night street lights are always present and regardless whether people acknowledge it, street
lights fill many important roles in today’s societies. They have a long history dating back to the portable
lanterns that was a legal requirement to stay outside during curfew hours. These then changed into
manually lit oil lamps of Spain and have today become the electrical version so widely used all over the
world. By giving sight, preventing crime among other benefits, street lighting is an important factor in our
1

ability to safely stay outdoors after nightfall. However, with the recent advent of the more energy efficient
LEDs and accessibility to technology such as of micro controllers many new ways for interaction and
optimization street lighting have emerged. Up until now street lights have been altered in ways to improve
their power usage, but has there been any attempt to unify and offer a package that maximizes the
attractiveness of the area and brings a long term, sustainable interest from its visitors? Especially so with
LEDs there are unique possibilities in physical and interactive, how can these be made use of in the most
suitable way? Another concern for cities and municipalities when integrating and retrofitting their roads
with LED luminaires is the cost and investment necessary.
LEDs are very effective in terms of used energy related to the light the light produced however more
efficient products also have a higher cost which discourages investments in them. Energy saving poses
what should be the main attraction behind them: a much more limited and sustainable impact. All
benefits for LEDs must be emphasized to further their development into even more energy efficient
iterations. High efficient LEDs should be an ideal among street light designers and communities and not
be put aside for cheaper less effective diodes. By using design and proposing attractive usage of LEDs their
sustainable integration into the future of society can be aided.

Goal and research questions
The thesis has two main goals: the first to design a Korean styled street light and the second to develop a
conceptual model for interaction methods of LED street lights with pedestrians. These are further
explained below:
Goal – Development of a Korean inspired road light:
Through professor Jeung Hyung Cho, at Pukyong National University, a smaller project regarding the
design and development of a street light was undertaken. The goal of this project is about designing a
street lamp whose aesthetics are derived from traditional Korean architecture. In particular, the likeness
should be derived from roof styles of these buildings. The street light will be developed from scratch and
will at the end be offered to a client to be ready for production. The client is to be chosen depending on
the specific outcome of the design process and is elected by professor Cho. The concretised goal is:
To design a LED street light by researching Korean traditional architecture and create a computer model
that can pass requirements of an eventual patent database it may be submitted to. In other words, design
a street light that unifies function with an elaborate and thoughtful outer appearance to the point of
being ready for production. The end product of this goal is to have a 3D model that can be used for
manufacturing. As such a production method is to be suggested which will then be verified by production
in a 3D-printer.
Goal – Development of an interactive LED system:
In addition to designing the street light, the project will also investigate the role of modern street lighting
in urban settings. It is a study of street lighting’s roles that go beyond merely casting light. Light is
contemplated as a medium for interaction. The second part seeks to investigate the interaction between
the design of street lights and the people in its setting: To explore the relation of street lights in people’s
behaviour, preferences and investigate possibilities in interactive street lights. With the emergence of LED
and its viability to be controlled combined with research of previous attempts for interactive street light
design, a new design will be developed. This is with an emphasis on how they can be used to encourage
outdoor activities through interaction. Street and road lighting is a broad term but the main target for this
report lies on street lighting for public places, such as parks and walkways where pedestrians are in direct
contact with the lights. Indeed, researchers have pointed out that street lighting for pedestrians have been
put aside as road safety and convenience for cars has gained eminence. Concretely, the goal is:
2

to suggest one or more conceptual models which implement a tailored street lighting system whose design offers a
seamless and non-intrusive interaction in regards its destined environment and activities therein. A conceptual model
in this case will be a model for interaction that shows a concept for interaction and is detailed enough to be verified in
a scenario with potential end users. The concept will be presented in a package that can be applied to any street light
equipped with light emitting diodes. As such, this project aim is more to make way for other research papers and
developments that may use the conceptual models in a real setting for further verification. The conceptual model will
suggest potential technologies that can be used to realize the interaction methods. The aim is to offer this research for
future developments of interactive street lightings.
Furthermore, since the project will be conducted in a foreign setting, this makes it a unique opportunity
to experience design work in a multinational setting. Experiences like this are valuable in getting ready for
working in the modern, globalizing design industry.
The project will be conducted by attempting to answer the following research questions:
1. How can Korean traditional architecture be characterized and be used in the design of a LED

street lamp?
-

In terms of aesthetics, what are the characteristics of Korean architecture?
How does a physically well-presented street light affect the environment in term of user
experience?
How can the LED be implemented in a novel way?

2. How can future implementations of LED street lights in an urban setting be designed to

improve the situation for outdoor activities?
-

What are the roles of street lights in the eyes of the general public, perceived and
unconscious?
Which are the potential ‘channels’ for interaction?
How can outdoor activities be facilitated by street lighting?

3. In the future, should street lights’ role be to alter environments or facilitate some interaction?

Limitations
With LED lights becoming the future norm for street lights, this study will limit the research to this
technology. When mentioning street lights, the implied light technology is thus LED unless other specified.
Furthermore, any technical developments suggested are only within technical interactions and integration
of technologies.
The report focuses on light specifically in its interaction methods and explores usage of street lighting as
a medium for urban interactions. As such it will explore use of new technologies but not how to specifically
use them. For example, micro controllers are suggested as a usable means to organize interaction but the
actual technical implementation with programming and circuitry details is left unspecified. Merely
capabilities set within a realistic frame will be suggested. As such the different capabilities of relevant
technologies will be investigated and be clearly stated in their capacity to support any new interaction.
While fields such as light ergonomics and light characteristics are very important considerations for street
lighting’s everyday purposes, they are not heavily focused upon in this study. Especially since the project
aims to use already existing and approved lighting technologies. Rather, light is considered in its interactive
capacities making a cognitive perspective more interesting such as looking to attention and light
perception.
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While LEDs are used and new ways of using these in public lighting interactions, the LED technology
itself will not be attempted to be altered in order to pave ways for new interactions. Any LED device used
is a device already existing on the market and so is any other electrical device used.
Finally, the design of the Korean inspired street light is to be developed for use on heavily trafficked roads
which are mainly meant for vehicles. The main target for the second part of the report lies on street lighting for
urban places, such as parks and walkways where pedestrians are in direct contact with the lights.

Structure
The thesis first presents a theoretical framework. It aims to explain the current situation for LED lighting
in society and elaborate on its challenges. This part makes up for clarifying the field and where current
developments are. This includes a concrete description of a street light, its constituents and some
regulations which governs their implementation in society (according to European standards). This
description is integrated into the theoretical framework wherein relevant research is presented to anchor
and position the thesis in academia. Moreover, the chapter contains a clarification of industrial design
engineering, human- and light relations, human and machine interaction and technical information from
various engineering paradigms. The section aims to present this information and make it available in
preparation for the upcoming of the development process.
The thesis then moves towards reaching the goals in a more practical sense. Following the theoretical
framework, methods used to reach project goals are presented. The section aims to show a design process
in a theoretical sense followed by a suitable adaptation to the projects at hand. Additionally, from here
on the thesis will present methodology for the Korean road light design and the interactive street light
system separately. The two projects use different design processes and, added to that, they were also
separated by time of execution. As such, first, the process for the Korean road light is presented in its
entirety followed by the second project. Results from these methods are then presented in the following
chapters, also separated by the two projects. All relevant information to reaching the goals and results are
presented here.
Finally, the thesis’ ends with the final chapters: discussion and conclusion. Here the project as a whole is
discussed, in particular its findings that will be related to academia in an effort to direct further research
in the project. The findings of the projects are positioned and explained in an academic perspective.
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2 Theoretical framework
This chapter handles theories that governs the developmental work for both design processes. As such the
chapter also looks at the fields through the perspective of luminaires, LED and urban interaction. It starts
out giving an academic perspective of industrial design engineering and then presents design’s position in
relation to society; where it places technology and how it relates to the environment and its inhabitants.
Within industrial design the user plays a central role as all solutions and products are solved with this
specific person in mind. The chapter is therefore consisting of design related science paradigms that all
hold a more social perspective and other paradigms that are more related to engineering. Relating this to
the two part projects, the theories concerned with engineering are generally presented as support for
technical and implementation considerations and are as such more closely connected to the Korean styled
road light development.
It can be pointed out that the first project is concerned with production and implementation to a larger
extent than the second, more ‘exploratory’ project. The second project is more concerned with user
centred theories, in particular interaction and thusly relies more on design theories for it. With the focus
on design and interaction the chapter presents theories relevant to those at first, then shifts and looks at
technical theories such as light characteristics, light emitting diodes and how to manage them.
The following mind map positions industrial design engineering (IDE) in relation to its nearby paradigms.
The map is centralized over three main aspects of the subject with relating sub-themes placed nearby to
emphasise their relation and need for open thinking.

Figure 2. Mapping of the thesis’ theory having industrial design engineering (IDE) as its centre. Terms
written in bold letters are of higher relevance to the thesis and are covered in the theoretic framework.
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Industrial design engineering
Figure 2 doesn’t just point out the theory for the thesis, it also shows the theories and methods as a part
of the design process. Industrial design engineering is a field whose main objective is to create services or
products. It is motivated by its relations and connectedness to industry, humans, technology and
sustainable development and uses these to formulate useful products. Industrial design engineering is an
industrial tool as well as a scientific paradigm that utilizes the design process to drive the industry forward
as well as study design’s relation to its users. As such it finds itself in an industrial setting, making it as
much concerned with business related paradigms as it is in engineering and creating products designed
for the world’s population. In other words, the field is multidisciplinary and uses theories from other
research paradigms as need sees fit. All the topics seen in Figure 2 and more may be used as inputs for the
design process.
Typically, the process will have its start in a pledge from a client where a problem is voiced. This problem
may be a wish for improvement in a product, service or similar and it is up to designers to properly
understand it. In fact, the very nature of design problems is known to be very complex and sometimes not
completely definable making some dub them as ill-defined problems (Simon, 1973). Neither client nor
designer may fully understand the problem as it has to be explored in relation to its solution space or
analogously through other design problems (Goel, 1997). Because the two are so closely connected, some
say that design problems cannot be understood until part of their solutions have been formed. Because of
the difficulty knowing the problem may also greatly revolve around a dialogue with the client, who him
or herself might not know what exactly they want (Cross, 2000). A discussion would thus not only clarify
for the design direction but also lead to an equal understanding for the design decisions that are to be
made.
And while a client may ask for one thing, it always has an end user it relates to. It has to be understood
how the product can fulfil their needs and desires. This is a main challenge in product design and is
necessary to explore to understand design problems as well. Many times the challenge of understanding
design problems may not even be understood clearly on its own. Goel (1997) for example suggests that
problem sometimes have to be solved analogically by understanding a problem from another project. The
design process then has methods for generating solutions, methods to evaluate these and form them into
clearer well thought through concepts that can be evaluated towards customers and end users as a lens.
More on the design process and its methods in chapter 3; “Method”. In short, industrial design
engineering handles design problems from varied clients, in varied situations and it will need varied
information. As such even the subjects put up in Figure 2 may not be enough for all projects, not even
projects focusing on LED street lights may have the same focus areas.
The importance of user satisfaction relates to the life cycle of a product. A core value in industrial design
engineering is to create products with a well thought through life cycle, something called sustainable
development. Sustainable development has social, economic and ecological considerations as branches
that are to be considered by designers in the products life cycle.

The role of street lighting and light emitting diodes
Historically street lights chief purposes have been used to protect pedestrians and people in traffic by
providing light after dark. The main role of the street light is therefore, quite unsurprisingly, to allow for
safe transportation. Yet, they provide safety in more ways than what may seem obvious. Aside from
creating safety by directly casting light they also assist in subtler, behavioural ways. The two ways are:
-

Street lights directly increase vision, making it easier to notice obstacles and other people when
in traffic.
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-

Indirectly through social and behavioural facets. Such as changing the perception of an area as
being safe: among other implications, this leads to a reduction of crime potential and encourage
more frequent use of streets that in turn can promote social control (Boomsma & Steg, 2013). In
other words: safety induced by being among other people.

However, aside from creating safety the lighting of streets has, throughout history, had many shapes and
forms. Seitinger (2010) describes the development as: before street lights were positioned in permanent
wayside locations they were portable, carried as a lantern. Later these lanterns came to be hung under
windowsills under the requirement that they sufficiently light streets properly. Eventually they came to be
replaced by coal and gas lights which introduced the first light to be dimmable, a perk that is making a
revolutionary comeback with LEDs of today. Finally, along with electricity came the development of much
stronger light sources, and along with it the notion of unnatural light that was disliked by some. Early
attempts made with these new powerful lights was to light entire areas with just one big lamp. The field
of electrical street lighting is now a market filled with lightbulbs highly specified for certain tasks or tailored
to keep costs down.
This change has also meant a change of roles when it comes to street lighting and with that a changing
meaning and impact for its users. Handheld lanterns were a requirement in some places in Europe as it
was prohibited to stay out after nightfall without light, it signalled suspicious activity where holding a
lantern would speak of trust (Schivelbusch, 1988). As street lights emerged fixed on the street, they formed
a place for people to read books when the lighting outside was more accessible and useful than that of
indoors, creating an outdoor space for an otherwise seemingly impossible activity in night time. Today
however, street lighting has shifted to focus more on road lighting, tailored for car- and heavy traffic safety
with main concerns lying in securing good visibility. The light’s emphasis on pedestrians, people and
individuals has become somewhat lost (Seitinger, 2010).
And all things considered, not everything about the lighting is positive and useful. Although vital in
modern times, it comes with some serious side effects. Important considerations that has to be made
regarding its energy consumption, its effect on day and night cycles and light pollution in general. These
problems, especially regarding energy consumption has sparked and fuelled the development of more
efficient lighting methods. The modern time technological response is Light emitting diodes or LEDs.
However, LED house many potentials for interaction in their inherent characteristics by being ubiquitous
in technical as well as physical capabilities.

2.2.1

Emergence of LED technology

Solid-State lighting, LED, or light emitting diodes have been around for many years and their very earliest
developments was made nearly a century ago (Zheludev, 2007). For a detailed look into LED’s function,
see 2.10.1. Looking at the development of the technology itself, their commercial use development has
evolved along with the colours they are able to emit. In 1962, the only colours from the diodes were red
and yellow (Pelka & Patel, 2003). Many of us are familiar to their early applications as the red light
indicators on our everyday equipment, sometimes referred to as “idiot lights” (Pelka & Patel, 2003). These
red lamps had a very low efficacy and it wasn’t until 30 years later that blue and green light emissions were
emerging through the research of Nobel lariat Shuji Nakamura (Bergström, Delsing, L’Huillier, & Inganäs,
2014 ). By combining the different colours green, blue and red it was possible to create a fuller light
spectrum, similar to the light of the sun also known as white light.
Since their conception LEDs, have seen a very versatile adaptation. From road, agriculture, indoor lighting
and car industry. For example, they hold a multitude of uses within information technology such as
sending signals through optical fibres, reading information discs etc. On the other hand, as for general
lighting, until recently light intensity and efficiency has been two of the main hindrances for LED
7

technology. While now, looking at efficiency, LED holds the lead in relation earlier methods by a long
way. See Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative efficiency of LED to other methods (Bergström, Delsing, L’Huillier, & Inganäs,
2014 ; Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, 2016)s.
Type
Efficacy (lm/W)

2.2.2

LED
96-300

Incandescent
15

Halogen
20

Fluorescent
70

LED in street lighting

Especially so with the looming energy crisis, street lights have to be adaptable as well as efficient. LED
technology has greater potential to embody these characteristics (Nuttal, Shuttleworth & Routledge, 2008).
The LED technology’s application for street lighting is however relatively new and the street lighting
landscape is presently dominated by high pressure sodium lamps (HPS). It is the previously most cost effective
and is still in many places the most widely used method but is now challenged and replaced by high power
diodes. However, compared to LEDs these lamps hold a disadvantage in that their light is orangemonochromatic (see section 2.10.6) (Akutsu et al. 1984). Another contemporary and more competent
contender to HPS is metal halide lamps. These lamps have a fuller white light emission and renders colour
better but has the disadvantage of using more energy and needing a notably longer time to warm up before
producing satisfactory light intensities. This obstacle is making them unresponsive and difficult to adapt
to different situations.

Figure 3. Monochrome light from high pressure sodium lighting on a rainy evening.
With the emergence of the LED lamps, main problems of previous technologies can be solved. As noted
earlier, LED feature a high efficiency, fuller light (even variable if equipped with a suitable control device,
see 2.3.1), longer lifetime, variable dimmability with response times down in millions per seconds
(Bergström, Delsing, L’Huillier, & Inganäs, 2014 ; Schubert & Kim, 2005 ). The source behind main
advantages of the light emitting diodes lie in the way they produce light; both HPS and metal halide lamps
are incandescent. In this type electrical energy is used to heat a filament that excites gas and which finally
produces photons (light). Due to this heating, much of the electrical energy put in escapes the lamp as
infrared light and is invisible to the human eye (Schubert & Kim, 2005 ). The amount of usable light
emitted from LEDs is thus typically much larger and controllable than previous methods. For
incandescent lamp types the heating is also the cause for its tardy light performance. In fact, this results
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in one of its main drawbacks when compared to diodes; it takes a long time to reach effective or even
sufficient performance.
Light emitting diodes marks a revolutionary shift in capabilities for lighting of all kinds. There are
potentials for innovation both in physical integration as well as in technological possibilities introduced
with the way LEDs produce light (Schubert & Kim, 2005 ; Seitinger, 2010). When all the features of LEDs
are combined such as fast responsiveness and colour adjustment makes them well suited for intelligent
use, such as automated on and off switching and possibly more intriguing, interaction (Nuttall,
Shuttleworth, & Routledge, 2008; Seitinger, 2010). Seitinger (2010) raises a concern about LEDs’
capabilities being overshadowed by the strive for low energy consumption. She advocates an
encouragement in looking into LEDs and street lighting as a medium for interaction. Retrofitting old
lamps with the new LED version has the potential to introduce more than just efficient and controllable
lighting methods. They have the potential for dynamically interacting with the environment and the
people passing through it.

2.2.3

Problems with LED-technology

Light emitting diodes are praised for their long lifetimes that as a modern standard amounts to 50000
hours (Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, 2016). However, this is only if the LED chip is
run within the light’s operating temperature. Heat management is further explained in 2.10.2. Managing
heat and securing heat performance through design of lights is key in order to avoid high maintenance.
Additionally, while LEDs are highly adaptable and responsive, this may ironically prove to be a negative
aspect. Schubert & Kim (2005) raised the concern that versatility and usefulness of LEDs could encourage
more heavy use. Potentially this could lead to wasteful usage patterns which would defeat the purpose of
implementing diodes.
A final third concern with white lights in general but particularly for LEDs, is that the amount of blue
light emitted can be a detriment to people’s sleep cycle. This natural cycle is called ‘circadian rhythm’ and
has been found to be highly connected to visual light impressions (Harvard Medical School, 2015). At
night our circadian rhythm expects it to be dark in in general no blue light. At day the body expects there
to be blue light and the circadian rhythm makes the rest of the body feel alert. So when blue light exists
at night there is a biological mismatch between actual time and ‘perceived time’. Exposure shortly before
going to sleep may result in bad sleep quality or no sleep. There are medical implications for this as well.
Harvard Medical School writes in an article that untimely blue light exposures have been found to have
connections to cancer, obesity diabetes and heart disease.
This blue light emission is a trait of some of the highest powered LEDs. However, LED lamps also
potentially hold the key to change it and even use their light output as an advantage. Currently a
burgeoning trend within the lighting industry is that of human centric lighting (German Electrical and
Electronic Manufacturers’ Association, 2013). This movement points out the negative effects of not having
lighting environments that are fitted for human needs. The movement posits the controllability of LEDs
as an opportunity to create wellbeing for people. They point out that LED lights have to go beyond energy
saving and consider human health more. They claim benefits may range from increased work performance
to improved mental as well as physical health.
As mentioned, LED lamps have the capacity to change their characteristics in an instant. This has
implications for visibility, especially in terms of the eye’s adaptation to see in dark environments. A fast
change from light to dark may render the eye unable to see for a moment.
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The different type of street lights
The type of light that is needed is dependent on the area it has to lighten and the demands traveling
therein requires. There are as many optimal lightings as there are environments, which further motivates
adaptive lighting. In addition, multitudes of scenarios can exist. For convenience these different type of
lighting situations can be classified by looking at regulations provided by the European commission.
According to the standard SIS-CEN/TR 13201-1:2014 the main three areas are:
-

motorized traffic areas;
conflict dense areas (such as cross roads);
slow- and pedestrian areas.

The cause for this division is from requirements between motorized traffic and pedestrian movement are
different. Fast traffic put demands on high visibility or strong lighting. On the other hand, strong lighting
isn’t always positive. In many cases it can cause irritation after long exposure times making it ill suitable
for pedestrians.
Other types of lighting are;
-

2.3.1

tunnel lighting: lighting inside tunnels and underground passageways.
traffic lights: Lights for organizing traffic in crossings and similar.
flood lighting: Lighting that is supposed to light-flood a decoration, building or other aesthetically
purposed object. Another definition of it can also be understood as beautification lighting.
city beautification lights: Lights that are installed to decorate a specific area of a town by following
a certain visual style. May also consider the colour of light emitted by the lamp (Tichelen et al.,
2007).

Modern street light construction

Street lights of today are composed of a few different parts. According to the European standard EN12665, a street light or lighting equipment consist of: a lamp, a ballast which are contained within a luminaire.
These build up what is typically thought of as a street lamp with the addition of usually being mounted
on a pole or other fixture to provide elevation. The whole construction along standard EN-12665 will be
explained in this section.

Figure 4. Assembled street light luminaire. Visible components are A-LED array with epoxy cover, B-Led
mounting frames, C- Frame module, D- Opened aluminium cover for ballast, serving as a heat sink, EMounting interface and F- Markings, classification
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Lamp
The first and most obvious part of a lamp is its light source. This can be any type of light bulb or other
light source. However, the type used will in turn lead to varying design decisions regarding cooling,
electrical controls and maintenance. Depending on the lamp type the rest of the light has to be adapted
and specific regulations ensue.

Ballast
The ballast is an electrical current and voltage regulator that serves to convert electrical power to one that
suits the lamp used. It also includes any electrical contraption that serves to start the lamp. For LED
applications the ballast is also known as LED driver and it has the sole purpose to limit current input into
the LED as current controls both brightness, colour and temperature. The LED driver comes in many
shapes and can be programmed or controlled by an additional intelligent device. Dimming LEDs typically
doesn’t mean a loss of efficiency and is commonly done by modulating the pulse width of the DC current
inputted into the LEDs. Depending on the driver it is also possible to dim individual lights and should
for example green, blue and red be used to create white light, when dimming one or two of these colours
the overall colour of the light will change (LEDs Magazine, 2016). As such the LED driver is vital to drive
the diodes but more importantly to enable their adaptability.

Luminaire
The last part is the luminaire as described in EN 12665. This object’s purpose is to house the lamps,
ballast and serve as supports for them. Additionally, it provides protection and its construction in
particular controls airflow and spacing of integral parts. Again it controls the LED packaging and heat
dissipation. In Figure 4 a fully assembled luminaire can be seen. It serves as an interface both between
electrical current, any maintenance and is what general public perceives. Its outermost appearance is what
can be altered visually but there are special regulations for luminaires. These will be clarified in following
chapter.

2.3.2

Regulations and requirements

Main regulations for pedestrian street lights lie in technical metrics such as strength of light, but there are
also design restricted rules regarding construction. These can be found in standard EN-60598-1 and EN60598-2-3. The following two paragraphs aim to describe applicable terms for LED street lights that stand
for good construction and lighting practices.

2.3.3

Light requirements

Along EU directives in EN 13201-1 the requirement for street lights are primarily set by a categorization
of the type of traffic. These are motorized traffic, conflict areas and pedestrian and low speed traffic. Upon
deciding the type of area, the lighting requirements are then decided by grading within that category. The
grading is decided by looking at parameters such as speed, traffic composition, junction density and
difficulty of navigational tasks, each weighed and added together into a final score. This classification
decides how strong lighting is needed.
The necessary light levels are determined from scoring the level of activity in the destined area. Then
depending on scores, a suitable lighting level is read out from a graph. Should adaptive lighting be used,
for example by dimming lights during busy hours or responding to weather changes, the ‘low mode’ should
also be evaluated according to the new lower level.

2.3.4

Mechanical construction regulations

The following citation captures the general consensus regarding construction and design of any light giving
construction:
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“Luminaires shall be so designed and constructed that in normal use they function safely and cause no danger to
persons or surroundings. In general, compliance is checked by carrying out all the tests specified.” (EN-60598-1 p. 15.)
When it comes to street lights, it follows the parent directives of EN-60598-1 but has specific requirements
specified in EN-60598-2-3. Both documents specify tests and requirements that a light has to pass. The
regulation assessment begins in classification. In order to find meaningful requirements among luminaires,
it should firstly be classified. This classification is made depending from the parameters:








Material of mounting surface; specifies whether the surface on which the luminaire is mounted
needed to be flame proof or not. In general, this regulation does not concern street light
luminaires.
Type of protection from electrical injury; divided into three classes I, II, and III that describes
the extra steps taken in order to protect operators from shock. Class III is the lowest security and
has simple protection while the other two classes have extras such as double layers of insulation.
Degree of dust, water and particle protection; the amount of precautions taken to secure the
luminaire from pollutants that cause corrosion or worsen the construction. The degree varies
from pressure and water resistant to open constructions. Denoted by IP followed by a number.
Circumstance of use; is it used for general situations or is it designed for rough use?

After classification the luminaire should be given proper markings specified in an instruction
accompanying the light. Here intended use, basic information such as weight and measurements along
with other special markings depending on specific construction are clarified. Following upon these
classifications a series of tests are performed to evaluate if the light can fulfil necessary requirements.

2.3.5

General requirements

The implications of EN-60598-1 can be summarised in general aspects as follows:
When it comes to the construction of a street light, one of the chief concerns regards dust and moisture
proofing. No water or dust is allowed to come in contact with parts that are electrically conductive in a
way that worsens heat dissipation, leaks electricity or impairs basic functions. Also, all loose and
replaceable components must be possible to change without danger or difficulty. This is tested by checking
the street lights operability after simulating rainfall and dust attacks according to the lights dust and
moisture requirements.
Channels for electrical wiring must be free from any sharpness or other risk to damaging insulation to
protect them from corrosion and leakage. The attachment point of lamps, that is lampholders, are
dependent on the lamp used. For example, fluorescent tubes and incandescent lamps have different
attachment needs. In general, a lampholder should offer risk free interaction, prohibiting any unintended
use and be installed to avoid any dangerous leakage.
A street light has to be designed so that all parts carrying electrical current (live parts) are inaccessible
during any type of maintenance or touching of any type. And the material used for safety insulation must
be of a safe type. That means that lacquer, paper, or enamel are insufficient and can’t be used. Any cover
installed to prevent electric shock has to be mechanically durable and be secured in a way that can’t work
loose during normal interactions.
Also in general, all metal parts that may carry dangerous current in case of any electrical fault has to be
securely grounded and the ground connections has to be of low resistance. Electrical shock occurs when
a person becomes a part of an electrical circuit by getting in contact with live cables or sources. The nature
of electricity is that it wants to find the easiest access to ground, and should this way be through a person,
lethal damage may occur depending on the characteristics of the current. Especially so for alternating
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current (AC) rather than direct current (DC). If a powerful enough AC current travels through a body, it
alternately contracts and relax muscles making it impossible to let go of eventual energy source. Moreover,
this alternation is one main cause for heart cardiac arrest as it may de-synchronise the heart’s many muscles.
So to avoid electricity to choose a ground path through people, there has to be a better way for it to reach
ground. This can for example be done by properly planning screws to serve as ground connections. In any
case, wiring has to follow rules depending on the purpose of the luminaire. Also, since the luminaire is
elevated the cables supplying it with power have to climb a relatively longer way vertically. This means that
without any anchorage preceding cable terminals inside the luminaire, there will be a force pulling the
wire. There is therefore a requirement to anchor said cables.
Various regulations are specified for particular electrical components that do not relate directly to the
outer appearance of the luminaire. Should the ballast and other electrically controlling devices be designed
to be in the pole or column there are special regards as to their ease of use. Also a door to access of this
should be corrosion resistant and it is a must to ensure only authorized personnel can access it as it may
be closer to the ground in vicinity of ‘uncertified civilians’.
Mechanically speaking, welding spots have to be tested and follow standard while the lamp as a whole has
to be able to resist physical wear from both vibrations and wind. Should there be any glass in the
construction it has to break in a controlled manner, namely only in small pieces. Alternatively, it should
be constructed with a plastic film or mesh that binds together any shards created in a shatter.
In tests the lamp also has to pass endurance checks. It has to be able to function in abnormal conditions
without being hazardous. In addition, it also has to retain a cool temperature in any condition so not to
create risk of fire.

Previous works, interactive street lighting
Among some examples of interactive street lighting (presented in 5.1.3), one major study that is of special
interest to this thesis is ‘Liberated Pixels’, a doctor’s dissertation (PhD) by Susanne Seitinger (2010). Much
like the thesis at hand, Seitinger focuses on the unique capabilities of LEDs to integrate this into the urban
landscape as a ground for interaction with users. The present trend is, as noted earlier, to implement LED
lights to save energy. However, along with it, Seitinger encourages a change of lightings role in both the
way they are realized by designers and in their implementations. She underlines that the implementation
of LEDs and retrofitting of old luminaires should go beyond energy saving and look into new ways of
interaction that to unify pedestrians with their environment. In her thesis this is explored through
dynamically responding lighting systems. Three prototypes explore street lighting, urban lighting and
portable lighting, all controllable and interactive in their own ways. These examples are explained later in
5.1.3 benchmark. As light lets us explore and see our environments, what would happen if the light
responds to the environment and its inhabitants? The findings showed that interactivity in lights indeed
has a profound capability in altering the way people interact with each other as well as with their
environment.
Liberated pixels is a broad study of the urban lighting field and makes for an excellent starting point for
explaining developments within interactive lighting. Additionally, much in accord with the present thesis,
she questions and position the nature of interaction as ambient information. That is, information exchanged
between machine and humans happens in the background and is unnoticed. Additionally, the work
explores the role of technology’s and peoples’ relation to each other in the sense to explore where
meaningful interaction lies. The work focuses on seeing its findings as a revision of previous ambitions to
find more light efficient into using them in more ‘smart’ ways that conjoins technology, environment,
users and their relations with each other.
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Another prominent direction for intelligent street lights is that of urban computing and data collection
as explained later in 2.6, urban computing.

2.4.1

Microcontrollers

Electrical devices have existed in household products since the late eighteenth century. Their development
has brought more and more intelligent products but with this intelligence there has also been an increase
of devices needed to it. Ultimately, there is a question of space. More intelligent devices need more
components and if it were not for a device called a ‘microcontroller’, products such as mobile phones
would not be possible to create as small as they are (Faggin et al. 1996). Microcontrollers is a highly
condensed cluster of electrical components which have the role of processing information and regulating
processes in a product. Complexity of controllers vary and Faggin et al. makes the example of the simplest
microcontrollers being used to regulate a microwave while chips with more potent processing power are
used in cell phones.
In recent times microcontrollers have achieved a high complexity and even feature interconnectivity and
interfacing to (Trevennor, 2012). Interactive products are based upon technology that senses and responds
and this interplay is built on computing and processing of digital inputs which have greatly been assisted
by these chips. One prominent manufacturer of commercial microcontrollers is Arduino. According to
(Arduino, 2016) is to receive inputs through a given sensor type; button presses, pressure changes,
messages on social media, sound, light. These inputs are then processed in a software and can create
reactions through code. One simple example can for example be a microprocessor connected to a lamp
and a sound sensor. If someone should shout at the sensor, the processor can create a response in the
lamp such as changing its light intensity. Researchers have for example proposed to use microcontrollers
to control street lighting (Wu, Shi, Zhang, & Yang, 2010). Communication between electrical units and
interconnectivity is one of the greatest possibilities in networking and remotely controlling of street lights.
Other studies have proposed the use of processors such as the Arduino to be used for interactive street
lighting as they can connect users with lights through sensors, see Seitinger (2010).

Interaction Design
Interaction design is a field becoming more important in modern times in pace with the increasing use of
interactive technology. A field closely related to interaction design is human machine interaction (or
human computer interaction, commonly referred to as HCI). HCI is a paradigm that handles theories for
interaction between technology and humans. Arguably the most important word for both these set of
theories is interface. The interface it the medium for interaction between a user and his or her machine. It
consists of all the interactive devices that react when used, that the machine acts upon. An interface may
be a touch screen on a phone, any type of user environments for aeroplanes or cars, the screen, keyboard
and mouse of a computers or even the cap of a bottle. In essence anywhere where there is a task that can
be done where the user interacts with technology. Donald Norman (1984) is a prominent figure in ‘recent’
HCI research. In his paper a basic process of interaction was described as containing intention, selection,
execution and evaluation. Each is said to have their own goal; intention forms a guide for the rest of the
process as it gives direction. An appropriate mental selection of alternative action is then made, followed
by the physical execution and interaction between human and machine whereupon the results of the
interaction are finally verified and evaluated. HCI methods look on this process of interaction and
attempts to streamline it along with its user. Subjects for this streamlining may be software, steering
environment for a car, the controls for a car radio or any other machine interface.
Since HCI is mainly considering a functional relationship between a user and her technology, researchers
have of late brought criticism and new ways of thinking about HCI. The way technology has been
described within these theories has a gap between social intricacies that put pressure on the machine
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system and how these are not found or resolved in the theories or systems (Ackerman, 2000). The research
is criticised by some for making too many efforts to distinguish technology from social interactions which
disconnects the two when they actually are argued to have many overlaps. In the literature this has brought
up a discussion of what the role of technology, user and material are. Seitinger (2010) argues for a need
of a holistic view and applies these theories of roles to interaction with street lights. This is something that
she points out as ‘sociomaterialism’. If for example looking at urban lighting, then there are many aspects
to consider in the interaction. Traiditionally one would think of interaction as the polarized and simplified
view of user and technology, through for example button presses. However, taking a holistic view one
could start to consider how for example society as a whole would play into the interactions between street
light and its users. As such, Seitinger suggests that when looking at public interactions for street lights, it
may be important to not do this separation.

2.5.1

Sociomaterial constructs

The role of material, technology and its relation to users inside interaction is inarguably interesting term.
Does the material and technological create experiences solely on their own, what else is there to consider?
The term of sociomaterial constructs is trying to shift focus from just material and users in interaction. It
focuses on dynamics, interplay and sees material and social factors as one. Since it is only in the interplay
that an experience is created. In other words, it is an interplay of users and material and functions as a
perspective when considering interactions. Seitinger (2010) posits that sociomaterial appendages
are ”joined and enmeshed importance of material affordances and social practices with no categorical position on
symmetry”. Liberated Pixels p. 27 Seitinger (2010). When looking on the relation between a product and
its interaction with the user’s social factors, neither should be considered in a vacuum. Their meanings
and benefits only become apparent when the two meet and mix.
Seitinger (2010) goes on to explain that what a designer is doing when designing a user experience is to
create a sociomaterial condition. The sociomaterial is a communion of actors such as environment,
technology or users. As an example Seitinger claims that more light (material) is not always equal to higher
road safety. Safety could be created rather by how the light work and how it interacts with its environment
to create suitable lighting conditions. Sociomaterial constructs underline that interaction doesn’t have to
be bound to material boundaries. On a similar line of research researchers have pointed out that
interactivity and interaction design work on manipulating invisible qualities that are unique to interaction,
free from materialistic considerations (Lim, Lee, & Kim, 2011). When seeing light as a part of interaction
one can question its importance in a given interaction. Light is a condition for human life and we have
evolved with this precondition. The importance of light to us is complex as exemplified by its interaction
with our circadian rhythm. The effect on our daily rhythm is just one example of how light affects our life
in a fundamental way. However, this also underlines the many possibilities it could have. Lighting in for
example coffee shops can be fundamental in how well the environment is perceived as a social communion
ground. Seeing light as a part of the sociomaterial construct can help making it a tool, letting it be utilized
beyond its classical definition of enabling sight, it could also be a powerful ground for interactions.
Researchers Lim, Lee, & Kim (2011) claim that interactive products have more capabilities to be expressive.
Since sociomaterial conditions govern user experience, what users do would also create content. When
interacting, Seitinger (2010) suggests that user and material come together and create the interaction. This
would mean that each unique user likely would create their own experience. Should the grounds for
interaction be rich enough, the room for users to create content also increases. Many times, especially in
HCI users will find alternate usage for products through interaction and affordance that were not design
intents. As such a product or system that offers rich interaction possibilities would also be likely to find
its own position in relation to its user. Additionally, this interaction and user creation could be likened
to another term called democratic innovation. Here, innovation is created with users as part of its
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conception. Von Hippel (2005) uses the term user centred innovation to development processes where
the user is involved and applies to information as well as physical technology.

2.5.2

Perceptual Crossing

When speaking of products that interact it can be helpful to consider where and how the interaction
happens. Humans obviously perceive in order to interact, but how about machines? As machines become
more interactive it can become necessary to consider interaction between user and machine as a two-way
communication. Marti (2010) discusses this nature of interactive products with the term of perceptual
crossing and argues that considering how the product interacts with the user becomes more important as
interaction becomes more sophisticated. A way for an interactive product to show that it is interactive is
to notify the user that he or she is being perceived as well. Marti explains that this interaction comes
naturally to us since knowing someone acknowledges oneself in a social situation is fundamental to us. As
such interactive systems are said to have to be sensitive to others, and to convey this by responding to
characteristics such as movement, direction, timings, intensities of interactive user inputs. One example
that Marti goes on to use is that of a robot companion: the companionship is about interaction and this
interaction goes beyond functionality and into emotions, social matters and aesthetical matters. Whereas
functional interactions have simple intents (such as increasing volume) an emotional interaction may ask
about the mood of the robot and again may, arguably ‘should’, be a two-way perception.

Urban Computing & Ambient information
Urban computing is described as “the integration of computing, sensing, and actuation technologies into everyday
urban settings and lifestyles. Those settings include, for example, streets, squares, pubs, shops, buses, and cafés—any
space in the semipublic realms of our towns and cities.” (Kindberg, Chalmers, & Paulos, 2007, p. 3). In other
words, urban computing is the inclusion and joining of intelligent information technologies into our
everyday life. It is a response to urbanization and the problems that comes with it and aims to streamline
people in their everyday life through an intelligent information flow, fed by sensors (Zheng et al. 2014).
The field largely resides within information technology but is similarly to industrial design engineering,
also very interdisciplinary. Zheng et al. (2014, pp 42) says: “Urban computing connects unobtrusive and
ubiquitous sensing technologies, advanced data management and analytic models, and novel visualization methods to
create win-win-win solutions that improve urban environment, human life quality, and city operation systems”. It is a
large scale operation that has the ability to process information for an area, about its inhabitants. Along
with it is the notion of ambient information. Ambient information systems focus on how information is
flowing in background, from and to users but the process is still outside the border of our conscious
thoughts (Crang & Graham, 2007). It is a collection and amassing of data of people in public settings.
This has been a problem and hindrance for the field as it is still unclear what type of data that is acceptable
to collect (Kindberg, Chalmers, & Paulos, 2007).
There are examples of interactive lights and GE posits the new intelligent street lights as a source to gather
the big data to make a dynamic environment. Inside a city, for example, big data collected from a network
of street lights could be used to provide information or guidance to coordinate traffic flow.

Aesthetics
Aesthetics is an old term with research stretching far back in time to describe arts such as music, painting
and literature (Kristeller, 1951; Pham, 1999; Sonderegger & Sauer, 2010). Within industrial design
aesthetics most often describe the visual impressions of a product. Artistic, beautiful, ugly, heavy and flowing
are all qualities that are attributed to a product through its aesthetics. Art and the like has the power to
evoke feelings that can make interaction more meaningful. Aesthetics are about created impressions
originating in the way a product makes us feel. Some claim that aesthetics exists within interaction itself,
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Marti (2004) even goes so far as to describe aesthetics as “a property of interaction” -p. 27, more on this in
chapter 202.9. Thus when considering aesthetics there are two main things that are important: firstly, the
theory of shapes and how to classify them (see 2.7.1) and secondly, that aesthetics makes us feel.
The significance of aesthetics in a products interaction with its user should not be understated. From a
financial perspective researchers have found that products with identical functions and usage are perceived
more usable the better more pleasing they were aesthetically (Sonderegger & Sauer, 2010; Norman D. ,
2002). In fact, Hagtvedt (2014) argued that it sometimes even can make up for minor flaws in a products
functionality. It can’t be denied that aesthetics has implications for consumer behaviour and may increase
the likeliness of so it is beneficial for designers to have this in mind. The process of reaching a good
aesthetic impression may be reached as some researchers argue, by just be an added attention to a product
or objects overall composition. Aesthetical considerations may however be unconsciously added into a
design regardless of the designer’s intention to do so or not since she is also a subject to the same rules of
appreciation as all others (Ramachandran & Hirstein, 1999).
One main problem with understanding and utilizing aesthetic principles in products is the highly
subjective nature of the topic. To apply them in a planned manner one first has to be able to define them.
What is aesthetics and what it is that makes an object pleasing? In a paper by Pham (1999) a systematic
approach towards classifying an aesthetical style was proposed to be necessary. Pham describes a product’s
aesthetics with three main concepts: shape, composition and physical attribute. Shape consist of geometry and
form which tells of fundamental shape and its overall character. Composition talks of relative proportions
and relations between shapes and physical attributes convey colour, lighting texture and such. In detail
these parameters can be described with aesthetical principles. These describe a shape in terms of its
aesthetical characteristics. However, what may be more important than focusing on defining the
appearance of objects is how they are appreciated or create pleasure. What makes one shape more
attractive than others? What does it make someone feel and how?
Desmet & Hekkert (2007) and Ramachandran & Hirstein (1999) suggested that the aesthetic appreciation
follow rules and that these rules many times seem to have explanation in either our senses, evolution,
culture or knowledge. Norman (2002) talks of how outer appearance has an affect on our mind. This is a
chemical response governed in evolution that makes us have a feeling, mood and motivation, a process
that is out of our control and that judges what we see before we think.

2.7.1

Aesthetical principles

Pham (1999) suggested principles for aesthetics i.e. guidelines for describing an appearance and the way
we appreciate them are as follows:
Balance: Balanced shapes or compositions are typically more attractive. In fact, when there is unbalance
in a shape peoples’ eye movements or saccades tend to increase. Desmet & Hekkert (2007) explains this
as the eye working to make sense of what it sees and find a centre of mass and goes on to meaning that
good aesthetics in balance as well as in general can help our mind use less resources in interactions with a
product.
Proportion: Proportion is a less clear to define in relation to its effects. Many speak of the golden ratio
2:5 which is a length proportion used in ancient architecture. It can even be found in organisms and
natural shapes. Research shows that objects having this or that are close to this ratio are sometimes more
pleasing. Conversely, Desmet & Hekkert argues that proportions themselves (as mathematical ratios) are
not interesting on their own, rather, the ratio and the rectangle or object it represents forms pleasure. A
cabinet and a door, for example, both have their own ‘golden ratios’. This, the authors continues, might
be a situation where appreciation is influenced by learning and background. Proportions between features
in an object may be linear (length), areal or volumetric. Within a piece there may be one feature that is
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more apparent than others. In this case it is said to have aesthetic dominance. Pham (1999) means that
this principle captures attention and draws the sight of beholders.
Symmetry: Symmetry in an object exists if it has mirror image of itself across one plane or more.
Symmetric shapes are often more pleasing to behold than asymmetric ones (Pham, 1999). The minds
preference for detecting symmetrical things may have its explanation in biology and evolution
(Ramachandran & Hirstein, 1999). A support for this theory lies in that symmetrical faces are the most
attractive faces. They speak of good health which is preferable from a reproductive stand point.
Solidity and Structural Coherence: This principle refers to the way colours and shapes appear to be solid
or heavy depending on their execution. Shapes with a wide base or dark colour tend to look heavier.
Structural coherence on the other hand refers to how the interplay of features create different feelings.
This comes down to the way lines meet and how they are bent. Pham (1999) gives an example of abrubt
transitions and sharp corners creating a sense of breakability or fragileness.
Dynamics: This principle refers to the innate movements coming from a shape. Shapes may appear fast
or to have a greater tendency to be moving a certain direction. An example can be a water droplet where
the top is narrow and the bottom is fat, the result is a sense of falling.
Complexity and variety (Unity in variety): While order and symmetry are appreciated as pleasing, should
they be without any variety they are likely to be less appreciable. To break up monotony complexity and
variety can be used. However, Berlyne (1971) emphasizes the need for a balance in complexity.
Unsurprisingly, too little variation lends a shape towards boredom while too much complexity creates
confusion. Unity in variety is the optimal amount of variety in a shape that still feel unified. Complexity
and variety can be introduced by alternating shapes, curves, colours and in general: by creating contrasts.
Another relevant term that also relates to balance and order is that of rhythm. Pham (1999) underlines
that our eyes are very fast to recognize repeated features and that our attention is innately drawn to them.
Rhythm as such can be represented in patterns, contrast and any type of shape in a feature. They create a
logical continuation that can sometimes invite thoughts.
Conjunctive ambiguity: When appreciating an art piece, it may have more than one interpretation. When
the different dimensions of appreciation or meanings work together (in conjunction) Desmet & Hekkert
(2007) means they create an added value. A synergy, the end result is greater than the sum of its parts.
Even though it at first may seem like an ambiguity, at the end it can be viewed as a complete whole. In
painting it may be of an ambiguous or provocative motif and for products, an example may be when a
user sees a product and starts to wonder about its composition and the meaning of it. If there is a ‘clever’
communion or streamline of functions and form the product is more likely to please. Another related
term is ‘Maximum effect for minimum means’. It can be understood as beauty of simplicity. Desmet &
Hekkert means that people tend to find appreciation in simple ideas with many solutions.

Korean architecture
Korean architecture has its origins in a variety of cultures and religions (Yoon, 2016). Especially that of
Buddhism which wandered from India and into China and later spread into other parts of Asia (Jackson
& Koehler, 2015; Yoon, 2016). For architecture the spreading of Buddhism brought influences in the way
that it is integral in life for many people; temple buildings hold an important role within Buddhism and
therefore also stand as a central point in peoples’ lives. The buildings as such has a great importance and
Buddhism has played an especially important role for traditional Korean architecture (Yoon, 2016). In
more recent history the Korean peninsula has experienced a lot of unrest and wars. During the turmoil
much of the traditional buildings have been destroyed. In order to preserve their building heritage some
prominent buildings have had to be rebuilt (Jackson & Koehler, 2015).
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However, another central part of Korean architecture is its connectedness to nature. In their book about
Korean architecture Jackson & Koehler (2015) underlines the connection as the most influential part of
the style. Selecting a building site, for example, heavily considers topography, the buildings influence in
nature as a whole. Moreover, the traditional building style embraces the natural aspects of its building
materials: bare natural stones, bearing wood constructions shaped around irregularities as well as featuring
natural wood is very typical for traditional houses. Wood used in the house is said to match their original
growing location: trees growing on the south side of a slope are put in the south side of the house. Walls
of Korean houses are typically made from earth and the floors feature heating helping the building cope
with the four seasons. This relation is even emphasised through religious and societal influences. Taoism
and neo-Confucianism, both of these have had considerable influence in the Korean society and
respectively states ‘untouched nature’ and ‘human and nature are one’ (Jackson & Koehler, 2015).
When it comes to construction, traditional houses have been separated by class systems. More wealthy
and religious buildings were allowed for full decorative detailing and stone tiling. By strict laws, lower
status houses could not feature heavy decoration and construction methods were limited to modesty.
Simple houses therefore had thatched roofs and clay walls (Jackson & Koehler, 2015).
One of the most prominent features of the Korean house is its tile layered roof, or as called locally ‘Giwa’.
The roof is characterized by dark grey tiles and comes in four main arrangements in varying complexity.
Tiles reportedly arrived in Korea 200-100 BC and were made from clay. On the roof these were arranged
in interlocking placements. Featured in some of the most famous Korean buildings is the roof style “Paljak”
as seen in Figure 5 below. The style was mainly used by nobility and in religious buildings (Jackson &
Koehler, 2015). Aside from the Giwa roof style, the poorer part of the population used Choga (see
Appended figure A-1), a thatched roof. This roof was made from straw that was suspended in a matrix
made from rope. Being vulnerable to the elements the Choga had to be replaced annually. The roofs play
an important part in the architectural style and takes dominance over the rest of the structure. It makes
for a central focus point.

Figure 5. Traditional Korean roof styles. (from Jackson & Koehler, 2015, pp. 57)
Wooden columns are used for supporting the roof and suspending it from the ground (Jackson & Koehler,
2015). These columns make up for another important ant prominent feature in Korean building style.
The columns are made into design features and can typically be adorned with decorations. Furthermore,
their placement heavily interplayed with the design of the roof (Yoon, 2016). For example, Yoon describes
how columns on the periphery of buildings had an inward inclination as well as corner columns were
raised to match the roof. These column arrangements were intended to create a sense of stability and
aesthetic harmony with the rest of the building.
Doors and windows are usually made from wood and paper for practical reasons. These type of openings
would let air circulate and was in general not as distinctly featured as they are in western architecture
(Jackson & Koehler, 2015). Compared to other architectural styles Korean architecture seldom build in
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grand scales and rather seem to embrace well-being and the relation to nature is always close at hand
(Yoon, 2016).

Aesthetic interaction
Aside from aesthetics in the pure visual sense as described in 2.7.1, some researchers mean that aesthetics
can also be found in interaction itself and is a necessary consideration (Marti, 2010; Petersen, Iversen, &
Krogh, 2004). This is called aesthetic interaction or aesthetics of use and is a relatively new concept that has
come in spotlight with the age of technology where interaction is becoming increasingly important. Where
interaction previously just have focused on usability, efficiency and the like, aesthetic interactions seek to
add affective responses to the interaction (Marti, 2010). What does it feel like to drag icons on a touch
screen, could the interaction be enhanced by curiosity, emotion or intimacy? The theories bring human
computer interaction, technology and social paradigms together.
Experiences and interaction are closely related. If one thinks about why we interact and what is demanded
from good interactions, an initial thought may likely be plain usability. Think another step and you might
end up thinking that fun is the purpose. In fact, this mind has been shared by designers for a long time.
Petersen, Iversen, & Krogh (2004) points this out and means that it is an overly simplistic and outdated
viewpoint. There are even views that encourage designers to take distance from aesthetics focus relying on
visuals to focus more on experiencing it in interaction. It is argued that aesthetics exists inside interaction.
It is a “dialogue as we experience the world; it is based on valuable use relations influencing the
construction of our everyday life.”- Petersen, Iversen, & Krogh (2004), p. 271, as opposed to something
that innately exists in the world. It is a component created in interaction. And since impressions are born
and confined in the mind they are inherently coloured according to previous experiences. In other words,
Petersen, Iversen, & Krogh (2004) means that aesthetic appreciation is very context dependent. Neither
the world nor users are owners of aesthetics, rather, aesthetics exist between them in their interaction.
The research by Petersen also points out that factors that forms how we feel when we interact may not
even be presented in the object.
So how are interactions made into aesthetic experiences? Marti (2010) uses an example of an automatic
door. In this case core interactions are a user approach the door and in turn the door opens when it senses
the user at an appropriate distance. The door is simplified to being an automated on or off switch based
on peoples’ physical presence. What could bring more understanding into the experience, Marti suggests,
could be by letting the door have more variables that react on more ques of the approaching person. If
the door was made from glass, it could have a dim function that gradually changes and become clear when
the person approaches. Or, the door could open slowly ahead of the threshold where it would normally
turn to an open state, with speed of opening being dependent on the speed of the approaching person.
Just as if the user perceives that she is acknowledged in the interaction.
Aesthetic interaction very much correlates to user experience in the sense of describing the nature of
meaningful and expressive interaction. As noted earlier in 2.7, Norman (2002) among others points out
that attractive products with emotion work better. Norman, having the luxury of owning three design tea
pots, uses the example of how he decides between the three. The tea pots represent usability, aesthetics
and practicality respectively through their use and design. He means that not only situation or context
rules which teapot he would use. The mood he is in decides which of the pots he would choose to use and
for that reason whatever tea he drinks tastes better. Another example he uses is: “Wash and polish your
car: doesn’t it drive better?”-Norman 2002, p. 38. These point to emotional states or affections having
effect on how we prefer to use or interact with objects.
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Engineering and construction
This final part of the theoretical framework contains fundamental theory regarding engineering fields.
These are LED semiconductors, light characteristics and corrosion. A common theme for these is that
they all relate to construction of street lights and the way they are installed along a road.

2.10.1 Light Emitting Diodes
Light emitting diode or LED has been explored for nearly 100 years with the developments of the Russian
researcher Losev (Zheludev, 2007). But at this point the nature of it was not clearly understood as
semiconductors and solid state devices had not yet been discovered (Kungliga Vetenskaps Akademien,
2014). Traditionally, the diode is a solid state device which lets electrical current through in one direction
but not the other (Callister & Rethwisch, 2013). When current is directed forwards through the diode, the
current is let through as electrons and holes recombines. When a LED has a forward bias and electrons
recombine, they emit light.
These solid state devices are characterized by being constructed by semiconducting materials. Without the
addition of other materials, they are not able to conduct electricity because the energy needed for electrons
to cross between is too great (Callister & Rethwisch, 2013). Between the junctions, doping materials are
added which decreases the energy needed for an electron to cross gaps. The light emitted is dependent on
this interplay and also through interplay with different ‘doping materials’ (Bergström, Delsing, L’Huillier,
& Inganäs, 2014 ).
In lighting applications LED lamps may come as a single chip construction as seen in Figure 6, or
alternatively, as a multi-chip package (MCP) consisting of many closely packed LED chips in a relatively
small matrix (Lee, 2011). These are also known as ‘chips on board’, or COB.

Figure 6. A lamp construction consisting of 24 chips mounted on a cooling plate.
2.10.2 Thermal management of LED
The importance of operating temperature lies in its strong relation to a LEDs light emittance and more
notably life time (Lee, 2011; Budzyński, Iwanowicz, & Zajkowski, 2013; Dominant, 2016). In 2008 Nuttall,
Shuttleworth, & Routledge (2008) pointed out that most LED manufacturers stated that a LED street
light’s optimal operating temperature is 85 °C. In an example Nuttall, Shuttleworth, & Routledge claims
diodes could stay operable in 185 °C but that this temperature results in much shorter lifetimes.
The diodes create a considerable amount of heat and if seen as a unit, this holds true especially for MCP
constructions where chips stream heat in a parallel manner into a common heat sink. Managing heat is
crucial and in a street light it is traditionally done through channelling heat into a before mentioned heat
sink. When speaking of temperature and performance of LEDs researchers tend to focus on the junction
temperature, conventionally denoted TJ. The vast amount of thermal energy generated in the chip’s junciton.
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Generated heat is then channeled from the junction of the chip and into its underlying surface through
a high heat conducing ceramic substrate and finally through its solder point (Budzyński, Iwanowicz, &
Zajkowski, 2013). When calculating junction temperature three main parameters are crucial. A maximum
junction temperature may be defined by manufacturers which then is used for dimensioning cooling
methods and similar. These are thermal resistances of the LED, (𝑅𝑗𝑠 and 𝑅𝑠𝑎 ), electrical power, 𝑃𝑒 the
temperature of the circuit board or surroundings ambient temperature, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 (Dominant, 2016).
Considering that all energy that is inputted is electrical, explaining temperature dependency is best started
here with 𝑃𝑒 . Electrical power,𝑃𝑒 [W=𝐽⁄𝑠 ] depends on both current, I [A, Ampere] and voltage, V [V, Volt].
These are going through the diode, remembering that the diode is directional, voltage and current are by
convention therefore denoted with f, as forward voltage, 𝑉𝑓 . Electrical power is calculated with:
(1)
Pe = If ∗ Vf
However, the forward voltage also depends on temperature (Budzyński, Iwanowicz, & Zajkowski, 2013;
Weber, 2016). For any temperature change, the voltage changes by the same amount. Bridging the two
parameters are the LED’s thermal conductivity constant, k [ 𝑉⁄𝐾 ]. Together they create a linear
relationship:
∆Vf = ∆Tj ∗ k

(2)

And again, back to the energy: with electricity being the only energy input through the diode not all of it
is turned into light. Heat is also being generated. This is because a diode’s light efficiency is not perfect.
So there is a two-way relationship to consider: forwards voltage increases temperature and temperature increases
resistance (voltage). For this reason, both forward voltage and current are highly important and are as such
specified by manufacturers in datasheets which are specific per LED type.
The next step in the calculations is to describe temperature coming from the forward voltages. A given
electrical energy will create a set temperature depending on a LED’s thermal resistances. By dividing a
chip from junction – solder point- ambient, Dominant (2016) means that the total resistance of a LED
chip, 𝑅𝐿𝐸𝐷 , can be viewed as the sum of resistance from junction to solder point, 𝑅𝑗𝑠 , and from solder
point to ambient [𝑅𝑠𝑎 ]:
R LED = R js + R sa

(3)

Every diode has its own performance characteristics and the same thermal energy results in different
temperatures for different diodes depending on its 𝑅𝐿𝐸𝐷 . Here it becomes necessary to look at Ohm’s
thermal resistance law (Dominant, 2016):
Tj = R LED ∗ If ∗ Vf + Tamb

(4)

Cooling requirements and dimensioning are then calculated from this formula along with (3). What can
be concluded is that the ambient temperature is directly added to the working temperature of the junction. They
function in an intertwined manner, more heat means higher resistance and less light, which is countered
by higher electrical output. Once again, more heat is created. It creates a ‘spiral scenario’. Heat is also a
main selling point in modern LED luminaires as seen in 4.1.1.

2.10.3 Heat sink
When discussing heat resistance of the LED package all components that take part in conveying heat adds
to the total thermal resistance of the system. A component that is solely used to dissipate heat is called a
Heat sink. Dominant (2016) points out that the main parameters in cooling capabilities of a heat sink is:
-

The heat sink’s external area that is exposed to surroundings;
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-

Orientation of the heat sink and;
Conductivity of the material leading from junction (chip) and to the surroundings.

Also positioning and airflow are especially important considerations since cooling is passively ongoing
through a phenomenon called convection (the heat sink lets of heat to surrounding air which transports
it away). The other two main heat transfer methods according to thermodynamics are conduction and
radiation, both of which are not widely used in lighting cooling. Added to this, Lee (2011) found evidence
that orientation of LED chips themselves has importance for their heat dissipation where a LED installed
with an angle let heat flow away more easily. Another consideration for the cooling of MCP LEDs is that
heat transfer may be uneven across the MCP. Many high power LED luminaires have this problem today
(CU Phosco, 2013). The design of the heat sink should transfer heat equally from the LED arrays so the
chips are all worn out evenly. One way to overcome this problem is by strategically placing PCBs, LED
chips and using fewer high powered chips.
Looking back on the previous chapter, theory pointed out that the temperature of the LED, which
ultimately decides its lifetime, is dependent on ambient temperature. The influence on ambient
temperature, or temperature of environment has a direct influence on cooling capability (Lee, 2011). In
fact, if the electrical power running through a LED is sufficiently low, the heat sink may be able to
transport enough heat and cool effectively to a point where the LED simply runs at the ambient
temperature as shown by Budzyński, Iwanowicz, & Zajkowski (2013).

2.10.4 Lighting quality
The quality of lighting is complex and has some parameters that can be seen as purely subjective but which
are also quantifiable and measurable. Following theories explain some central aspects of street lighting.

2.10.5 Visibility
Visibility is a term used to describe how easily objects in the surrounding are identified. For street lights
Visibility may handle how an object is seen and discerned from its background. Bremond et al. (2010)
points out three main parameters in visibility; luminance, background luminance and adaptation
illuminance. These make detection of objects possible and road lighting should be planned so that they
create a good visual environment. Should, for example, illumination of foreground objects and
background be too similar discernibility becomes worse. The way in which street lighting is implemented
is very important as badly applied ones might provide bad visibility which may in fact lead to accidents
(Brémond, Dumont, Ledoux, & Mayeur, 2010).
There are no perfect parameters to describe light in how it is appreciated by the human eye. Absolute
energy density in light is measurable, however due to human perception and light response of the eye
different colours of the same power are perceived as having different intensity visibility. A study by
(Németh & Schanda, 2011). In commerce the way of describing light qualities of is by the quantitative
function V(λ). The function is called luminous efficiency function and it focuses on underlining outputted
visible light as a relation to electrical power used to generate it (Rea, Radetsky, & Bullough, 2010). Light
sources may generate wavelengths that is outside of humans’ visible light spectra which in a commercial
and general lighting sense, is a waste of energy. Other researcher sees this ‘invisible’ light as a potential
for connecting devices. In their paper about smart LED lamps, Schubert & Kim (2005) highlighted
possibilities for LED to combine their fast responsiveness and colour control as a means for wireless light
communicaition for intelligent purposes.

2.10.6 Colour rendering
Light typically emit a spectra of wavelengths, a characteristic of photons measured in nanometres. When
the human eye is reached by different wavelengths they are represented in colours as we know it. Not all
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wavelengths are visible to the human eye regardless even if they reach the eyes of a human observer. Our
eye is capable of sensing only a portion of wavelengths within the light spectra, which is called visible light
spectra. White light contains a combination of wavelengths. In comparison, red light only consists of red
light (or red wavelengths). On the other hand, wavelengths we cannot see potentially have interesting
capabilities. When an object is hit by a light source it absorbs photons of some wavelengths and reflect
others and it is the reflected colours that the human eye can see and identify as an object. This means the
type of light shone has importance for what portions of light can be reflected. Should a light source
without red wavelengths be shone on a red reflecting object, the object would be hard to detect. So the
way any object looks equally depends on reflection properties of the object itself and its light source
(Schubert & Kim, 2005 ). Good colour rendering properties are when objects can be differentiated
properly through the colour they reflect from a light source (Xu, 2011).
One of the main advantages of LED is that they are dimmable. However, the light properties may change
as the light intensity changes (Rea, Radetsky, & Bullough, 2010). While saving energy, colour temperature
may change which can lead to undesirable performance.

2.10.7 Corrosion
Corrosion is reactions that occur to metals when they are subjected to the atmosphere (or nature) over a
period of time. It is an electrochemical reaction where electrons of one material is moved to another
(Callister & Rethwisch, 2013). It is similar to erosion that happens to minerals but corrosion is unique in
regards to the underlying mechanisms. Whereas erosion of for example a statue is founded in mainly
acidic degradation along with movement of material through fluid dynamics, corrosion is mainly based
upon electrical flows through a phenomenon called oxidation:
1
𝐹𝑒 + 𝑂2 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒 2+ + 2𝑂𝐻 − → 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2
2
1
2𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2 + 𝑂2 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 2𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3
2

(5)
(6)

Here iron (Fe) reacts with dissolved oxygen (O2) and forms 2𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 can be recognized as rust. Corrosion
can be viewed as an electrochemical system. This view becomes helpful when designing to prevent
corrosion. Two main mechanics of corrosion is those of oxidation and reduction. Wherever two elements
react with oxidation, the electrons moved give rise to a reduction. Oxidation means that electrons are
‘given away’ from one material. In the system this element is called anode. Reduction means the opposite,
the acquisition of electrons. Material in the system that are subjected to reduction is consequently called
cathode. This exchange of electrons in the system creates an electrical potential, or voltage. As such it is in
principally the same process that occurs in a battery. But when the process revolves around corrosion, it
is only a detriment. The cathode is gaining on the cost of degradation of anode, a removal of material
meaning that the anode is corroding.
Summarizing the electrochemical system, corrosion requires a set of requirements to occur. The first the
existence of more than one metal or element, as it is these that form the oxidation- and reduction- reaction
pairs. In turn, what materials these are have important since they react more or less spontaneously. When
discussing this the grade of nobility of metals is an important term, since the less noble of two metals will
corrode (Aluminiumdesign, 2016). This relationship can be evaluated through the galvanic table (Callister
& Rethwisch, 2013). Materials forming a strong electric potential leads to a strong flow of electrons.
Additionally, since the electrochemical process occurs at the surface of the cathode and anode, their
relative surface areas are important in terms of current per area. Callister & Rethwisch (2013) explains
that a smaller anode leads to a higher corrosion rate due to a relatively higher current per surface area.
Second is an electrolyte, or a medium for dissolving, containing and providing elements that fuel the
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anodic and cathodic reactions. Third and finally the metals have to be electrically connected to allow
electrical flow.

2.10.8 Atmospheric corrosion
The most common and therefore most destructive environment for any metal is in fact the atmosphere.
As seen in equations
1

𝐹𝑒+2 O2 + H2 O → Fe2+ + 2OH− → Fe(OH)2

(7)

and
1

2Fe(OH)2 + 2 O2 + H2 O → 2Fe(OH)3 ,

(8)

dissolved oxygen is a main part of formation of rust. Air normally contain moisture that in turn contain
dissolved oxygen that, when in contact with a material, causes oxidation. In coastal areas atmospheric
corrosion is especially harmful since it contains salt which aids electrical conductivity, accelerating the
process. Acidic rain is another common cause for corrosion. In essence, any atmospheric or environmental
matter that can carry solved ions cause corrosion. For example, an article in the magazine SFgate
documents how a street light in San Francisco collapsed due to urination at its base (Johnson, 2006).
In the atmosphere two commonly occurring corrosion type is that of pitting and crevice corrosion. Crevice
corrosion is based on a chemical imbalance formed in places where water is trapped (Callister & Rethwisch,
2013). As such, Callister and Rethwisch means that water trapped under dirt, or between parts may lead
to corrosion. Pitting is especially common in aluminium (Aluminiumdesign, 2016). Pitting means that
moisture or water containing dissolved ions attaches and attacks the surface of the material. Gravity helps
the moisture downwards. The two types are especially typical for coastal environments and in sea water
since they contain salt (Callister & Rethwisch, 2013).
A third corrosion type is that of galvanic corrosion. Here, both the anode and cathode are inside the
electrolyte while having electrical connection. For rainfall this may happened to the two metals. While
pitting and crevice corrosion reacts with ions dissolved in water, galvanic corrosion is a reaction between
anode and cathode pair (Callister & Rethwisch, 2013).

2.10.9 Preventing Corrosion
To prevent corrosion in the general atmosphere some precautions based on previously presented corrosion
mechanics can be made.






Choice of material: If more than one metal type has to be used, they should be chosen according to
be close to each other in the galvanic table for a smaller spontaneity in the reaction. Also, some
materials such as aluminium forms an oxide layer that is self-protecting it quite sufficiently in a
general atmosphere (Aluminiumdesign, 2016). However, in many cases aluminium is the least
noble metal, making it susceptible to galvanic corrosion. Additionally, noble metals such as gold
are many times not possible to use from an economical perspective.
The size of anode vs cathode: In galvanic protection, anode size should be as large as possible since
it features the oxidation reaction. If the area is large in comparison to the cathode, current is
conducted over a bigger area which spreads out the corrosion while limits its reaction rate through
the smaller cathode area (Callister & Rethwisch, 2013).
Insulate metal pairs: If the metals cannot conduct electrical current, a key component in the
electrochemical system is removed, disabling the process in turn (Callister & Rethwisch, 2013).
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Surface treatment: If the electrolyte can be removed from surfaces of the metals, a key component
is once again removed and corrosion cannot occur. Use of paint or other surface treatments is a
viable option (Aluminiumdesign, 2016). When it comes to pitting, surface finishes such as
polishing is helpful since imperfections or damages may create a start for corrosion (Callister &
Rethwisch, 2013).
Use of sacrificial anode: A less noble anode can be added which will make the oxidation in the
system shift to this area instead. This is called cathodic protection. One example is galvanized
steel where zinc is a less noble metal than steel and therefore becomes the medium for corrosion
(Callister & Rethwisch, 2013).
Cleaning and maintenance: Having designs that consider water being trapped and easy cleaning is a
good way to avoid both crevice and pitting corrosion types (Callister & Rethwisch, 2013).
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3 Method
This chapter presents the methods used in the design process. The section is separated in two parts
presenting each project’s methods. This separation was due to them using different ways to reach their
conclusion however the overall design process is the same for both.

Figure 7. ‘A common start to understanding design problems.’

The design process
Simple construction problems, material selection, human machine interaction, and experience design are
all potential topics in a design project. There is a reason for a product to look, function and feel in a
certain way and behind it exists a motivation founded what is known as the design process. The design
process is a systematic approach to product design and comprises a set of tools towards developing
products (Cross, 2000). The process researches, develops and refines various designs during its course,
through creative as well as rational methods.
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Figure 8. The general design process stages with a set of methods organised in a word cloud. Bold words
represent methods similar to those practiced in the two processes.

Design process: Design of a Korean inspired street light
The first part of the thesis is about the creation of a street light luminaire. The methods used to achieve
this are presented in the coming chapter and the design process as a whole can be seen in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9. The design process chosen for developing the Korean inspired road light.
Furthermore, the process is conducted along with students of the industrial design department of PKNU
and is supervised by a professor who is coordinating design projects conducted by students. A visual
description can be seen below in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Management and responsibilities within the road light design project.
3.2.1

Pre study: users, need finding and market positioning

A fundamental pillar within industrial design engineering is human centeredness. When developing a
product or service towards a user it becomes crucial to specify who the users are. Firstly, this is necessary
to understand what they need and why. Secondly, from a business perspective the understanding of the
user secures attractiveness of any developed product. Users more or less dictates a market’s possible
openings. Indeed, these two perspectives of product design have been argued by researchers (Margolin &
Margolin, 2002). Since the industrial revolution products are seen as being developed towards a certain
market in order to create economic benefit. However, Margolin & Margolin argue that this view of design
only describes an extreme end of a continuous spectra. They argue that there on the other end lies social
aspects of users, where the user’s experiences through a product has come into spotlight (Redström, 2006).
Designers must know both the client and the users and as a tool, several data collection methods can be
utilized.
The development of the Korean inspired street light was initialized and finalized without a clear idea of
the end client. As mentioned in project goals 1.2 the specific client will be chosen by a professor at the
department of industrial design. Due to this nature, the exact location, market and user for which the
luminaire was to be implemented in was unknown. Instead, a trip to Pukyong National University’s LED
centre a luminaire was conducted and during it a LED luminaire was inspected. It was decided by the
professor that the process was to create a luminaire of similar scale which gave the design process a clearer
sense of direction regarding its end user, or rather, usage area.
This mainly lead to derivations in terms of technical capabilities and dimensioning but also held
implications for the design goal and user specification. The observed luminaire was for road use and as
such it was chosen to maintain a holistic approach to the development seen as the street light is part of an
urban area. Much of the development was developed from general perspective of road lighting combined
with the premise of giving it a Korean appearance.
To learn more about LED luminaires and their design it was decided to collect more information of
luminaires in the market. Therefore, a benchmark was conducted. Moreover, team members had different
levels of knowledge and familiarity with Korean architecture. Therefore, a benchmark was made on
Korean architecture, where it was compared to both Chinese and Japanese architecture.
The results from the pre study was concluded in criteria specified in keywords, concluding the luminaire’s
most important design criteria. They were based upon criteria marked as important for clients. Keywords
seemed to be a suitable method as they would assist in communicating ideas within the oftentimes
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distributed design team. Furthermore, keywords were motivated by simplifying communication where
sometimes language barriers could impede the process.

Benchmark
In order to ensure competitiveness on the market it has to be analysed for similar products and for
competitors. This act is called a benchmarking. Benchmarking is fundamental to the entire design process
as it yields information on how to understand the development in relation to other similar products.
When performing the benchmark, information is gathered for similar products, their functions and their
market segments. It brings perspective and can help answering what makes one product better than
another. Without any benchmarking the design process is solely built on self-inspection (Otto & Wood,
2001). Otto & Wood argues that it is important to perform benchmarking activities throughout the entire
development process and points out the benefits of it as:
Identification of customer needs: by looking on competitors, users and their needs can be explored by seeing
what competitive products does and specify in.
Fuelling concept generation: benchmarking encourages ‘state of the art’ practices for product capabilities and
ideas.
Guiding product specifications: such as cost, production methods and point out suppliers.
Information is gathered through different sources such as written forums: libraries, yellow pages, trade
magazines and patents (Otto & Wood, 2001). More recently internet has become a very strong tool for
benchmarking as products gets shared by users on social media.
In the case for this project the benchmark was made in three steps to support different phases in the
development. The first was done during in the previously mentioned trip to PKNU’s LED research centre.
During the visit a contemporary LED equipped luminaire was disassembled. Main components were
noted and concluded in a bill of components which also specifies material and production methods
involved in each component.
Third and lastly a final internet supported benchmark was made to review contemporary LED luminaires
in both visual-, materials selection- and technical aspects. This benchmark had two purposes; to get an
idea for how contemporary LED luminaires are shaped and what role LED lamps had in the shape, and;
to set up constraints for technical aspects such as production methods and material selection, similar to
what Otto & Wood (2001) describe. In general no distinction of luminaire size nor usage area was made.
The rationale behind this is that all luminaires, regardless of size, are thought to potentially hold useful
information relatable to any type of LED luminaire. For example, an especially innovative road light might
have useful impacts on a tunnel lighting or vice versa.
The results from these benchmarks were then gathered in a mood board that organized products in
relation to four polarizing categories. The first of the binary opposites are traditional versus futuristic and
focuses on how different the street light look and is constructed compared to traditional luminaires. The
second category is functional versus artistic which focuses on how artistic a light is with the rationale that
functional luminaires rarely use any shape for the sake of beauty.
Finally, the benchmark was concluded by examining two ‘state of the art’ examples. These were chosen
based upon their achievements, such as receiving design awards and having divergent ‘out of the box’
shapes. They were inspected for material selection and production method as well as other outstanding
features.
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Aesthetical analysis of East Asian architecture
Korean, Japanese and Chinese architectural styles all have common over-all features. So to make a clear
distinction between the aesthetical styles of Korean houses, it was necessary to investigate and benchmark
all of these in relation to each other. This was necessary since the notion of a Korean styled street light
could easily be confounded by not clearly differentiating what ‘Korean style’ is in comparison to Japanese
or Chinese.
Throughout and on the side of the fall semester of 2015 and spring semester of 2016 Korean architecture
has been photographed and documented. In addition, two trips were made to locations outside south
Korea. These include Kyoto in Japan (January 2015) and Taipei, Tainan in Taiwan, and finally Guangzhou,
China (July 2016). For simplicity Taiwanese and Chinese architectures are considered to be of close origin
and are as such handled together. Photographs taken during these trips along with material from internet
searches are used as information for the architectural analysis. For Japanese as well as Chinese styles this
analysis is based on subjective observations and the Korean analysis is combined with theory.
Pham (1999) suggested a framework for aesthetic principles, see 2.7.1 and means that any product can be
classified using these principles. These principles was used in order to classify the aesthetical styles. Each
style was classified in each category using the definitions of shape, composition and physical attribute
along with the aesthetical principles that were presented in 2.7.1. Moreover, Shape was further defined in
main shapes and sub shapes to separate large constructs from details. Composition was divided into local
units to describe single building units and global units to describe units consisting of many smaller units.
Finally, physical attribute was divided into colour and texture. These three categories describe the
elementary style which is then further specified by the aesthetical principles.
The main purpose of the analysis was to create a sufficiently differentiated language or ‘bounding box’ for
each style, in addition to securing that team members maintained a similar vision of Korean architecture.
This common vision was thought to be helpful later in brainstorming sessions. Later on during later stages
of the ideation and concept development, the said bounding box would define boundaries in which the
aesthetic characteristics of Korean architecture could be explored and implemented. Moreover, while this
type of aesthetical taxonomy is not necessarily developed for use in architecture, it was deemed to provide
a suitably sufficient language for formulating shapes of products in industrial design.

3.2.2

Ideation

The creative phase’s, or ideation’s aim is to create a wide foundation of ideas. Since design problems many
times have complex solutions they have to be considered in many perspectives and therefore a large
amount of ideas to explore is preferable. For example, when a large idea width is explored it may branch
into other areas which not be directly related or obvious but may increase possibility of finding solutions
analogously as Goel (1997) suggest. As a tool for this phase, creative methods can be utilized (Cross, 2000).
These methods are aimed to foster creative thinking and coax ideas out from designers’ minds so that they
may be developed and put to use.
Following section explains the creative methods used in the design process for the Korean road light. The
road light was very much focused on visual appearance but also cost and aimed to bring a new innovative
way to implement LEDs into luminaire design. The methods used in the ideation process were
brainstorming and sketching, used in an intertwined manner.

Brainstorming & Sketching
This part of the development made use of a combination of two fundamental methods for generating
ideas. These are brainstorming assisted by sketching.
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One of the most basic and common creative methods is brainstorming (Cross, 2000). The method builds
on team effort and is normally conducted by groups of 4-8 individuals where all participants collaborate
to create a large amount of ideas. Cross stresses an importance for brainstorming members to be housing
diverse knowledges and expertise since the point of the exercise is to create a wide-thinking solution space.
The procedure is supposed to be very loose and free in order to encourage free thinking. Typically, however,
is that there is one leader who coordinates the group and present the topics to be solved. Since the purpose
is to create a positive thinking and creative space there are factors in the execution to be considered. For
example, the way a problem is introduced may lead the thinking session along one way rather than another
which may result in a misguided idea search. The leader must keep the group thinking within the correct
frames. So the problem is introduced to the group whereupon participants are given some time to think
individually and form solutions of their own that is later introduced to the rest of the group.
Typically, these initial ideas are written on post it notes or similar. The point of the activity is to create an
environment that nurtures creative thinking as much as possible. This brings up another very important
factor which is that the social environment has to allow for freedom of thoughts, in fact, some practitioners
stress that criticism of ideas should be completely excluded from the process as it may invoke a fear of
fault. In brainstorming, it is usually said that ‘any idea is a good idea’. Unconventional, unnatural and even
unrealistic ideas that in any normal everyday setting would be criticized and taken out of the spot light is
in the design process valuable. They may bring momentum to the creative thinking as these ideas can be
what leads thinking to new areas and heights. Cross (2000) mentions humour as an important role of this
seemingly unrelated thinking due to a similarity in parallel thinking of ideas residing within many jokes.
Cross asserts it may lead to analogical solutions which Margolin & Margolin (2002) also underlines as
important in the way designers think and solve problems.
The media for a brainstorming session is typically words, spoken and written. Nevertheless, they may also
need to take assistance from drawings and sketches. This leads to the a second highly important method
for deriving ideas: For a long time sketching has been a design method used to explore shapes and express
ideas visually where words may be insufficient or misleading. In more recent times it has been redefined
and found new platforms in 3D modelling, perhaps most notably within the automotive industry (Tovey
& Porter, 2003).
Sketches feature a fast visual representation of some product or object that is imagined but their actual
purpose depends on the design process’ stage. A sketch is a capture of design ideas that are forming in
designers’ mind’s eye, an exploration and partial definition of high level ideas (Purcell & Gero, 1998;
Tovey & Porter, 2003). Tovey & Porter argues that the hand and eye coordination “can be relaxing, which
in turn can reduce the inhibitons to the flow of thought. Whilst the designer is drawing there is a mental sifting and
sorting of information, which can lead to design ideas.” (Tovey & Porter, 2003, p.137). Sketching can and is very
much used to support formation of new ideas and generation of new concepts. Tovey & Porter lifts forth
three types of sketches; thinking sketches for the mental support for supporting visual thinking; prescriptive
sketches for directing draftsmen and provide more detailed presentations, and; talking sketches that is created
as a support for discussing technical details, a clarifying purpose that explains visually where words are
insufficient.
Another view on idea sketches ability to nurture creative thinking and provide growth of new ideas is by
reviewing past sketches, the designer may find new directions (Noguchi, 1997). This could for example be
done by grouping and classifications, creating a map on where ideas have been formed and new may be
appear inbetween.
In the case for the luminaire development, brainstorming and sketching were more or less dependent on
each other and would usually be conducted simultaneously. The main focus of the development was very
visually oriented and as such, ideas were often only possible to be expressed in drawings. Moreover, due
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to conflicting schedules the design team typically met once a week. This meant that brainstorming first
had to be done individually, outside meetings and then together once the weekly meeting was held where
sketches would fuel further ideas: In the meeting sketches were presented and feedback was given. In a
way, brainstorming session therefore spanned several days and not minutes as proposed by Cross (2000).
The larger timeframe meant that each idea presented had gone through some more thought before being
presented to the other participants. Additionally, it also meant that it was possible to obtain more
inspiration for sketches and each participant got more space for creating ideas that are unique and
individual.
Regarding the nature of sketches, early sketches explored the visual expression by adding specific elements
of Korean buildings. This was mainly an effort to investigate possibilities in establishing directly
recognizable Korean features. Moreover, they provided further familiarity with Korean shapes. Mainly two
types of Korean roofs were explored, the first called Paljak and the second called Choga. These two styles
were chosen due to the fact of one being highly represented as being Korean, and the other one
underrepresented. Moreover, Paljak represent richness combined with complexity and for Choga; modesty
combined with simplicity. First, the complex roof type was explored, which investigated how interplay
between angles, contrasts and complexity in sketches. Once these had been exhausted to a certain degree
the idea process changed direction to the more simplistic Choga roof style.
There were two main purposes of the brainstorming and sketching: First, to develop uniquely looking
ideas and second, to resolve technical considerations in relation to aesthetics. As pointed out by
researchers sketching can serve many purposes and especially in early the early design process where it was
necessary to form many different types of visual ideas. Early on in the process, sketches and ideas were
solely exploring visuals and exploring the visual width in order to create uniquely looking shapes. Different
visual styles were explored through sketching and in the beginning of each, sketches put no to very little
emphasis on planning technical details.
However, as benchmarks were conducted and research progressed into technical details, this information
was more and more integrated into the sketching process. Especially so as the design process progressed
towards forming more elaborate concepts.

3.2.3

Concept development and preliminary evaluation

Similar to the activities in Cross’s (2000) ‘development phases’, the street light sketches needed to be more
clearly developed. Ideas up to this point may not have been inspected or even intended for how well they
solve problems and create value. At this stage, ideas are turned into concepts which differ in being more
elaborate and well thought through. Concept development along with evaluation plays a critical role in
securing that developed concepts will satisfy user needs. They have particularly crucial roles in an
economical perspective: This point in the products life cycle is one of the last points where changes can
be made without high costs before actual product manufacturing (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987; Zhai,
Khoo, & Zhong, 2009).
Both from results found in the benchmark and from key words some distinct categories of LED luminaires
started to appear. Many luminaires in the benchmark were vastly different from that of the luminaire
deconstructed in the pre-study. These contrasted in the amount of parts needed, production method as
well as cost and appearance. This reflected upon the continued processing of results from the ideation. As
mentioned, sketching was conducted throughout the development process. As the idea generation
progressed it naturally created some distinct shape archetypes. As such, these design decisions regarding
the concept refinement partly by results from benchmark and the already created sketches.
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It was decided that the concepts to be developed were going to be of two types. Aside from sharing the sizescale from the deconstructed luminaire and having a Korean appearance, unique concepts were decided to
be developed towards being:

- Differentiated, yet cost effective and the other;
- build upon trends found in benchmark.
In order to create the two concepts ideas from the brainstorming-sketches were combined where possible
and scrapped in the case of not being able to fulfil keywords. The results of the were then translated into
a 3D model in the software ‘Alias Autostudio 2016’. Inside the software the shapes of the luminaires were
explored further, in a way this also gave some new fuel for ideas to be implemented in detail level.
Computer aided sketches were thought to be highly suitable as they can solve technical intricacies in a
more potent way than traditional hand-made sketches. Moreover, creating computer models also lead to
the possibility of rendering them for a visual representation of colours and surface materials.
When the models were roughly finished, it was considered that enough knowledge had been gathered
regarding shape and about technical layout. It was then decided upon to evaluate the results:
Concept evaluation is a pivotal activity in any development project. The phase comprises of methods for
comparing concept value and success in relation to product criteria set up in earlier phases such as problem
definition and customer needs. The evaluation builds on design experts’ knowledge of the product, its
user, market and evaluates solutions in relation to these. Cross (2000) points out that design evaluations
may sometimes be purely subjective but that they in general should be practiced by more structuralized
methods. One such method is the ‘concept evaluation matrix’ where design objectives are once again directly
involved in the process. Each design concept is evaluated in relation to the objectives of the design process.
Traditionally, a matrix is made where each concept is scored for every objective for a final score that
symbolises the concepts strength. At this point there exists different variants for how to do this. For
example, different design objectives may have different significance and importance and the matrix can
therefore be weighted in each objective scoring.
In the case of the luminaire the objectives were in terms of keywords that were decided upon in the prestudy. Moreover, they did indeed have different importance for every design. Each objective was given a
weight on a scale from 1 to 5 where a lower number means less important. Appearance for example, is a
main objective of the development and therefore got a heavy weight in the evaluation. There were also
basic criteria that were crucial to the point of deciding the product’s ability to pass into the market. These
were therefore not given a score and simply stated if the luminaire would pass the requirement or not.
The evaluation strived to deal a fair judgement that points out drawbacks of each concept but that clearly
shows its strong points. The concept with the strongest design (i.e. highest score) was continued in its
development.

3.2.4

Concept summary; technical details and continued development

As a final development, the prevailing model was continued to be developed in the computer software.
This meant further technical settling. Technical concerns were checked and ensured in a checklist where
each requirement was listed. These were:

Table 2. Technical aspects to be considered in the concept development.
1) Thermal
management

Construction and shape; heat dissipation is of
pivotal importance to any LED street light and it
motivates a well-considered cooling solution.
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2) Where can
the LED-driver
be placed?
3) Corrosion
protection
4) Ingress
5) Electrical
grounding
6) Pole
attachment

Construction and ease of use; the placement of LED
driver (ballast) in a way that doesn’t obstruct or
interfere with the visual impression. This also relates
to how maintenance during service.
Material selection and construction; matching of
materials to avoid corrosion and measures against
pooling water.
Construction; sealing between parts containing
electrical connections and inner compartments.
Construction; safe electrical bridges between
conducting luminaire parts.
Construction, ease of use and safety; interface
towards pole in an intuitive and functional way.

These technical make up for an initial look on the luminaires technical performance and relate to
knowledge that in some cases need expert advice before attempting to be manufactured. As such each
point may need to be re-examined and refined later on in manufacturing processes.
The 3D modelling also made it possible to estimate volumes which could be used to derive a weight and
loosely estimate a manufacturing cost.
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Design process: Development of interactive LED systems
Unlike the development of the Korean street light, this development was conducted independently from
the design lab and makes up for the second part of the thesis. The design process is once again described
in Figure 11. It should be noted that the development process here is more explorative than its appearance
focused counterpart and bases its results and process to a greater extent on theories and benchmarks. For
example, the work done by Susanne Seitinger (2010) already proved the potentials of interactive street
lighting.

Figure 11. The design process for the interactive LED system
3.3.1

Pre study: users, need finding and market positioning

Much like the process of the Korean luminaire, this second half also shares a similar large uncertainty in
that its area for implementation is vast. If considering the different activities carried out under their light
as being need-related to the light, the matter immediately becomes very complex. A classification may seem
pointless as these activities can be nearly anything, however, identifying some archetypical activities may
assist in shaping a useful interaction. It therefore looks to what people are doing. Users in this case has
had to be defined and organized from by their age (or rather generation) activities or travelling purpose.
It was deemed that both users and environments should be investigated. Additionally, to reiterate
‘liberated pixels’ by Susanne Seitinger (2010) was used as a base and for pre studies along with other
researched theories from the theoretical framework (see chapter 2).
The theory paradigms applicable to interactive street lights were as such integrated into the development
process by making them into rules and keywords. Moreover, base requirements on the light emission are
described through LED theory along with lighting quality theories (chapter 2.10.1 and 2.10.4 respectively).

User and environment observations
Because of the ubiquitous appearance of street lights in society it was decided to narrow it down by
observations. This is a traditional and very fundamental method for observing users in their context. A
framework developed at Stanford University (2016) suggests that it in early observations is important to
answer the questions of what, how and why? in sequential order. Answering these questions will provide
understanding for users’ behaviours in both concrete as well as emotional terms. Building on this, the
design project may continue onwards with a clearer sense of how to investigate needs.
Since one user may travel through a number of environments, two environments were decided to be
observed for user activities inside. The areas were observed during nightfall and they were chosen based
on their differing density of visitors and assumed purpose for visiting the place. The places were visited
throughout the period from fall 2015 to summer 2016. Three areas were visited: first, the walking road
towards Gwangalli beach, and secondly; Busan’s UN memorial park.
A short description of each environment was made along with typical activities found therein. If the users
of a public lit area can be considered to be individuals that simply spend time in the environment,
specifying a user becomes impossible or meaningless as they become too generalised. However, interaction
in a public environment should not offend or disturb and it becomes necessary to consider how different
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individuals would react to being interacted with. As a suitable way of describing the widely spread
demographic of a public area was thought to be personas.

Persona
A persona is described as a created and imagined user (Grudin & Pruitt, 2002). Creating a persona means
designers have to imagine a person fully; basic personal information such as name, gender, age to more
specific information such as appearance, personality traits or beliefs. Grudin & Pruitt argues that personas
as fictional characters can enable designers to connect more realistically and closely with their users similar
to how actors and cartoons engage with their viewers. A persona is described close enough to be a real
person and they are often based upon real data from observations and interviews (Grudin & Pruitt, 2002).
When used in the design process they can tie together users with design solutions on a more immersive
and deep level than works without.
Interactive products are closely related to user experience as pointed out by aesthetical interaction theories
(Marti, 2010). Interaction means that the user in a way is involved with the product and create an
experience together. Being able to realistically predict how certain users would react towards certain design
elements was as such considered important and was enabled by the use of personas. Three personas were
created from observations whom differed by age and generation. The main variable in personas were
chosen to be age with the motivation of generation gaps which reflect user’s familiarity and possible
attitude towards interactive products. The purpose of personas was to be used later in conjunction with
scenarios as well as guide the creative process. Persona was created with the intention to assess how
different personalities may react towards being subjected to a given type of interaction. Each persona has
their own relation to technology and novelties; the first is unfamiliar and ill inclined to new technology,
the second focuses on high functionality and the last has a more playful attitude towards it. Moreover,
they were also explored in age related activities. Finally, personas also helped involve users continually
throughout the process where language barriers would otherwise hinder the process.

Benchmark
Benchmarks filled a particularly important role in this part of the thesis. Where the first part used
benchmarks strived for the traditional benchmark intents (as presented by Otto & Wood (2001)), the
benchmark here also had the role of specifying interaction methods and front end technology. Interactive
street lights and intelligent lighting is a relatively new and has not yet seen a remarkable widespread impact
on society. Benchmarks were therefore necessary in order to assess a useful design output. State of the art
examples were also more focused upon. The benchmark mapped the different examples available so
examples on the market that pointed towards originality or boundary pushing feats were investigated and
explained. The results were mainly used as an introduction to the technologies involved as well as provide
inspiration for the creative process.

3.3.2

System specification and keywords

This section served to summarise the pre-studies and tie together theories with user studies as well as
benchmark results. The field is broad and as such it was simplified into keywords set up a framework for
the continued development process.

3.3.3

Ideation

Since the development was conducted unaccompanied by a design team the ideation phase could become
lacking in inspiration and perspectives if conducted single-handedly. Therefore, it was decided to once
again involve the design lab into the process. Along with Cross’ (2000) recommendations towards leader
roles in brainstorming, the pre-studies were summarised and presented to the design team. The summary
was designed to give a brief introduction to the area of interactive lights. A chosen few boundary pushing
examples were presented to the design team with the intention to focus on a wide room for possibilities.
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Any type of design inputs were encouraged with the attitude that all ideas are helpful. Where the openness
created problems, a discussion was held in order to reach a type of idea. As brainstorming leader existing
products were avoided in order to further encourage open thinking and ideas that are detached from
existing ones. This was seen as an advantage of the idea process: With the technology available today,
nearly any type of interaction was thought to be possible and the design team was supposed to provide
ideas without considerations of technical execution. Upon this, two sessions of brainstorming were held.
One brief initial session to gain a breadth of ideas and a second session where idea boundaries were
pushed forward, and ideas were developed somewhat farther. Ideas were mainly aimed towards solutions
based on either a programmed behaviour, or as being powered by sensors.

3.3.4

Concept development – design suggestion

Once ideas had been generated they were sorted into the categories. The purpose of developing these
concepts was to exemplify how interaction can be used in conjunction to one of the end uses. Concepts
strived to be as closely connected to end users in their everyday activities and to suit as many individuals
as possible. As each concept was supposed to create value in a public area it was needed to have them
consider the possibility of a varied user base as they come into contact with the system scale solutions.

Persona-based scenario
Scenarios have been used by designers for a long time. Scenarios are stories told about a situation,
including a user (Carroll, 2000). Carrol states that stories specify a situation by giving it setting, actors and
their actions toward goals or objectives. With scenarios it is possible to visualise, test, communicate and
organise designs. However, Grudin & Pruitt (2002) mean that scenarios may be significantly strengthened
by the use of personas. Personas can fill in gaps and create immersion that helps bring scenarios life with
a higher degree of realism and immersion.
As public lighting in a way creates an inhabitable environment, it can be seen as creating its own setting.
The concepts to be developed are part of a system and their interaction reaches farther than product-user
interaction. Here, singular light posts have the possibility of communicating amongst each other which
lends system like complexity that is thought to be easily captured by explanation through scenarios. By
examining these scenarios through the three personas the concepts are to be evaluated in terms of their
end user effect and strengths and weaknesses are to be explored.
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4 The Korean inspired road light
The first part of the thesis is the creation of a street light luminaire. The results presented in the coming
chapter starting with showing results from each topic under the method chapter. These range from user
studies, to aesthetical analysis, to early idea sketches and finally to final concept sketches.

Pre study: users, need finding and problem definition
Following chapter presents studies performed to position the design process and to guide its direction.
Road lights fill a more functional role than an aesthetic role, and in being an object placed in society to
help traffic, it is difficult and not completely justified to identify just one type of user. The user in the case
of this design process is viewed as being people in general. However, unlike normal consumer products,
road lights are normally not bought by private individuals. Instead they work on a different market
consisting of municipalities and city planners. The end user as such can be said to be an organisation
looking for economical solutions, but which in the end come in contact with individuals of all types. This
difference forced a more holistic and all-encompassing view of the ‘end user’. Needs however, are set upon
a luminaire by the specific area and the role it has therein. Without a specific user-need-role to fill, a
luminaire’s requirements typically will only amount to pass regulations as seen in 2.3.2. This means that
the requirements put on a luminaire is mainly technical, rather than visual.
However, the luminaire in development could be classed as a beautification luminaire, as put forth by
Tichelen et al. (2007): “A new trend called 'city beautification' can be identified. The main objective is to make city
centres more attractive and install decorative street lighting luminaires with designs that fit with historical buildings
or the city character.” (Tichelen et al. 2007, p. 99). However, since its purposes are not specifically directed
towards a certain cultural style, the development is merely viewed and positioned as a result close to that
of a beautification luminaire.
Moreover, the road light is aimed towards roads, meaning heavy traffic and as to the use of road side
luminaires, as stated in the theoretical framework, road lights now fulfil the function of creating traffic
safety by creating a good visual environment. Mainly, this focuses on visual environments for car drivers.
Outside of creating road safety a street light is a product that does not offer any direct use for a general
public (which is brought into question in the thesis’ second part) and its main interaction or usage is
through its appearance. It does however offer interaction with repair technicians during maintenance and
repairs. Installation in general also poses a usage window to be considered.

4.1.1

Technical benchmark

Following are results of the two benchmarks; one in form of an observation where a luminaire was taken
apart and the other an internet benchmark looking at competitors.

Deconstructing of a luminaire
An inspection of a LED road light was carried out during a visit to PKNU’s LED centre. The luminaire
featured an assembly holding four arrays of 24 high power diodes each. These were suspended in a carriage
of frames holding heat sinks on which the LED plate was attached, covered by a light diffusing epoxy
cover. If seen from below (as in Figure 12), the LED carriages are in centre and to the sides of them are as
follows:
-

To the left; an end-attachment to cap off the construction and;
to the right; the ballast compartment, integrated into a casted aluminium casting that also serves
as mounting area for a street pole.
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Figure 12. A luminaire being disassembled with bottom-, top- view and open ballast compartment.
The whole unit excluding heat sinks is surface finished with a beige epoxy coating whereas The pole
interface is of a larger thickness than other parts. It is moisture and dust proofed by rubber seals in its
several openings for electrical cables and maintenance. All heat sinks are of aluminium and are anodized
to withstand atmospheric corrosion. However, mounting surfaces for either LEDs or ballast are of a finer
surface finish to improve heat conduction with the ballast.
The frames holding the LED matrix are detachable and is interfaced toward each other. They therefore
introduce modularity and scalability to the luminaire as they can be stacked onto each other for carrying
a desired amount of LED lamps.

Table 3. A bill of components excluding the LED units, ballast and hardware such as screws and rubber
seals.
Part
Pole mount and
ballast
compartment
Ballast cover
bottom
Ballast maintenance
hatch
Lamp frames
LED heat sink
End cap top
End cap bottom
cover

Amount
1

Material
Painted aluminium

Production methods used
Casted, drilled, painted (epoxy).

1

Anodized aluminium

Extruded, drilled, anodized, polished.

1

Painted aluminium

Casted, painted

4
4
1
1

Aluminium
Aluminium
Aluminium
Steel

Casted, drilled, painted (epoxy).
Extruded, anodized, polished.
Casted, drilled, tapped, painted (epoxy).
Die punched, bent, painted (epoxy).

The ballast in the observed unit is of an open type without any dust or moisture protection of its own
making the luminaire especially susceptible to damage. All parts have been connected to electrical ground.
Yet, modern LED street lights typically uses an enclosed contaminant proof ballast that is simply presented
as a box with cables feeding in and out of it. These are available and supplied according to the power in
wattage that is desired. Accordingly, higher power supplies are also physically larger. A table of typical
ballast wattage and dimensions can be seen in below.
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Table 4. Fully sealed LED drivers with power and dimensions.
Name

Wattage (W)

HLG-240-24B

240

Size: L*H*W
(mm)
244x68x38

Power – size
ratio (cm3/W)
2,6

Manufacturer/seller

200W waterproof
LED driver
100W Standard
LED Driver
80W LED Street
Light driver
LD-42650-3K

200

180x90x43

3.5

Hangzhou Jian
Technology
Dinng Power

100

222x68x39

5,9

Billion

80

168x66x38

5,2

UE Electronic
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90x37x30

2,8

Foshan Ledriver
Optoelectronics
Technology

Online benchmark
The benchmark revealed that many modern LED luminaires are drastically different from the
deconstructed example and uses far fewer parts (see Figure 13). Whereas traditional incandescent-type
luminaires generally do not need a heat sink, LED luminaires do. furthermore, a trend can be noted in
the LED luminaires; where some tend to hide the heat sink under a cover, newer types tend to utilize the
part as a visual design feature. This typically holds true for smaller units which produce less heat. Moreover,
in these cases the heat sink has become a weight-carrying structure, carrying both ballasts and lamps alike
in addition to attach to the street pole. The ballast compartment, frame and heat sink are all compacted
together allowing for a quite distinct style from traditional luminaires. On the other hand, there is the
traditional styled luminaire that features modular construction and aesthetic features are confined to its
chassis.
The online benchmark also revealed that there are not many lamps that are available that follow a thematic
Korean design. With that being said, many street lights appeared as artistic and seemed to make efforts to
differentiate from typical street lights.
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Figure 13. A diagram showing results from a benchmark. The diagram focuses on visual aspects of
luminaires and separates them by four polarizing words.
Whereas the observed luminaire turned out to be constructed of many parts, many modern street lights
consist of one main body as described above. The body utilizes the heat sink as a stylistic feature, carrying
the whole unit while protecting its components and while cooling them. Typically, their LED chips are
protected by a water proof light diffuser, closing over the chip like a lid. Ballasts, despite often being
completely submersed in waterproof resin, are also protected from the environment in a compartment.
Moreover, they many times make use of a COB-LED style lamp. A standard construction can be seen in
Figure 14 below:

Figure 14. Screenshots of a deconstruction video of a 50W street light luminaire: A), bottom cover. B), top
cover with heat sink. C), clamping pin used as opening mechanism. D), opening in action. E), reflector cone
with COB-LED and ballast. F), LED chips mounting on heat sink. Images taken from (bigclivedotcom,
2016)
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In this type, the luminaire consists of as low as three main parts excluding ballast and LED chip compared
to the thirteen of the observed luminaire. It eliminates the use of mounting screws by utilizing a clamp
and hinge system to lock the outer halves together. Upon opening the luminaire, it reveals a reflector cone,
a ballast and the 50W COB LED. The ballast and LED lamp are mounted directly onto the top luminaire
half which also heat sinks them. It has the resin submersed ballast as described in Table 4. Both the LED
package and ballast are both mounted to heat sinks on finer surfaces along with cooling paste to ensure a
greater heat flow into the heat sink. It demonstrates a drastically simplified construction than that of the
deconstruction in 0.
Modern state of the art examples of those shown in Figure 13 have further developed on this heat sink
concept. Examples can be seen in Figure 15:

Figure 15. State of the art examples from benchmark.
P850 by CU Phosco
This road light luminaire features a remarkable design and was the winner of the LUX awards in 2013
and the main competitive point is its heat management. The luminaire features what is called ‘Aeroflow’
cooling system and is mainly an innovation in heat sink design. Aeroflow is trademarked and is a method
that uses convection created in vertical spaces of the heat sink to supposedly raise an effective air flow
across the luminaire. Cooling of this passive convection versus wind, is however debatable. A unique
design point however is that LED lamps are directly connected to the heat sink but unlike many other
examples, they are mounted on a diagonal surface. The heat sink then tapers around the edges and allows
for a greater heat transfer through improved convection since the fins are only separated by air. The LEDs
are surrounded by reflective aluminium to efficiently spread light and are protected by a transparent screen.
Moreover, the street pole interface is said to be compatible with many existing poles making retrofitting
convenient. All main body parts are of die casted aluminium finished with an epoxy based coating. The
luminaire is proclaimed to be completely renewable.
The P850 features adaptability in its ballasts and is said to be able to deliver light levels from 88 lm to 300
lm. In 2013 the model was implemented on the coastline of North Wales and was chosen because of its
ability to save carbon and its versatility (Barnes, 2013). Barnes reports that the road lights the P850
replaced had been in service for 20 years.
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Aeroblades by Cree
What separates this luminaire from others is that it seemingly is a heat sink (or completely lacks one). The
street light mounts LED directly on ‘four or more large heat sink fins’ which in this way makes the heat
sink literally create the luminaires shape. This luminaire however, is delivered with its own pole that
houses the LED ballast. Additionally, it introduces modularity to the light in that more fins can be added
as options. Materials used in the main body are die casted aluminum, surface finished with an epoxy based
coating.

4.1.2

The Korean aesthetical profile

Taken together, the Koreans visual impressions can be seen as a middle point between Chinese and
Japanese architectural styles. Where Chinese buildings make for the strongest expressions and Japanese
the most mellow.

Figure 16. A summary of the three architectural styles.
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Table 5. Summary of aesthetical properties in Korean, Japanese and Chinese architecture according to the
principles in 2.7.1.
Comparative
parameter
Lines

Balance
Proportions
Symmetry
Solidity
Dynamics
Complexity

Korean

Japanese

Chinese

Slight thoroughgoing bends
that increase moderately
before terminating.
Heavy top
Top heavy, narrowing off
upwards
Symmetric
Light
Swaying
Controlled

Straight with slight bends Thoroughly strong bends.
on terminating lines.
Strong concave terminals.
Balanced top and bottom
Crammed middle

Heavy top
Large roof

Asymmetric
Light
Spanning horizontally
Complex
compositions,
simple units

Symmetric
Heavy, oppressive
Floating, hovering
Chaotic

For the analysis of all three styles, see Appendix A, Appendix B & Appendix C.

4.1.3

Keywords

Production requirements have been set up in form of keywords.

Table 6. Keywords specified in the pre study for guiding the design process.
Keyword
Appearance

Innovation

Production cost

Motivation
The premise behind the development and unique selling point of the
product. The product must have inspiration from Korean building style
and shall move away from the monotony of many contemporary models. It
should use elements of Korean architecture to create an attractive visual
appearance that is still suitable for any urban environment. This is made
possible through the use of LED lamps and their high versatility.
Aesthetical direction: Some characteristics have been outlined from the
aesthetic profiling along in addition to information provided in the
theoretical framework (chapter 2.8). In particular, the luminaire should be
comprised of outlines that are reminiscent of the bends as found in Korean
houses as well as follow angles between meeting geometric shapes. It should
share the complexity in detail densities, implemented in an appropriate
density in relation to the luminaire’s size. Moreover, the luminaire should
implement the simple compositions of light and dark tones as well. An
important point is that the luminaire should also fit in with the surrounding
nature.
The luminaire should make use of the LED’s unique implementation
possibilities and use them to create a unique appearance. Its design should
consider the future of LED technology and allow for potential upcoming
changes in it. In particular, it should be considered to be able to suit either
COB style lamps or the plate mounted chips. Retrofitting the lamp with
upcoming LED technologies should be possible with little to no physical
changes.
With a lower production cost the luminaire is ensured to be attractive for
most potential clients. Construction and material selection should consider
the most cost effective solutions.
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Sustainability

Compliant with
standards &
regulations

To create a sustainable LED luminaire that capitalises on the diodes superior
lifetime, the lamps must be safeguarded by effective heat transfer. This
involves optimal connection between LEDs and heat sink along with
optimal airflow for convection cooling (or other heat transfer method) of
heat sink. Lifetime is a key feature in LED lights since a big obstacle for
LEDs implementation is unwillingness to invest. Social sustainability is
ensured by safe installation on roads and simple handling for maintenance
services et cetera. In addition, as a public design object it should a pleasant
object to look at. The luminaire must be protected from atmospheric
corrosion by material selection and suitable surface finishing. Materials and
production of the luminaire must consider environmental impact and
choose alternatives that are environmentally friendly. Finally, as a potentially
widely implemented element, economical sustainability is ensured by
methods mentioned above. The luminaire has to be innovative and visually
appealing, but it can’t be more expensive in relation to installation of
previous road lighting methods.
The luminaire should be considered out of the requirements set up by the
European commission’s standard EN-60598-1 in all points except for those
relating to issues directly associated with the lamp. As such it has to pass
ingress and moisture tests of grade IP66 and be electrically safe.
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Ideas; the visual style
Sketches taking inspiration from the ’pointy Paljak-roof’ type can be found in Figure 17. With inspiration
from the Paljak roof, luminaires were explored in curves and angles in both general shape but also in
patterns. The sketches therefore feature many curves and complex patterns. However, continuous studies
of Paljak and the direct combination of its elements into the luminaire led to a very crammed visual
appearance and created an appearance too busy to be recognised as Korean.

Figure 17. Some roof sketches having direct inspiration from Paljak-roofs.
Figure 17 showcases some of the explorative sketches of the type. The top sketch features some
recognisable angles and curves from the roof style along with the patterning from roof tiles. This sketch
in particular tried mimicking a corner structure and had an overall upward bending shape. The luminaire
in the middle again mimic a roof structure and one can see the direct reference towards it. In the bottom
a more lantern-like sketch can be seen that minimises the heavy Paljak influence and uses it in a
minimalistic way.
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One result from these sketches was the exploration of shapes in conjunction to heat sink construction. In
essence, a heat sink is a body of metal with several elongated, thin sheets called fins. Traditionally, heat
sinks are extruded shapes and are therefore completely linear in at least one dimension. However, if for
example these fins could be shaped into curving lines, many interesting shape opportunities could be
opened. Technically this could be enabled by creating an unconventional shape directly from extrusion
operation. Alternatively, they could be introduced into standard extrusions after extruding by additional
physical cutting. Bent lines are a trademark for the Korean architecture. See Figure 18 for an example of
these modified heat sinks. This style in particular greatly inspired the would be main concepts from the
development.

Figure 18. Sketches exploring layered shapes by modifying the fins of heat sinks. These could be either
casted or extruded with varying degree of production steps towards shaping the curves.
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Whereas Paljak inspired sketches were complex in their visual impression, the Choga inspired drawings
were more simplistic. In general, they often simply mimicked a silhouette. Others borrowed inspiration
from the South Korean national flag and integrated them into patterns. Korean architecture has a strong
relationship to nature. During observations it was noted that there is a type of peacefulness in the way
roofs of different buildings tend to harmonise together as one walks by. It creates movement between
houses themselves but also between houses and mountain ridges. This observation inspired the sketching.
See Figure 19.

Figure 19. Choga-inspired luminaires featuring soft and simple bread loaf-like shapes.
These sketches also attempted to include the symbol found in the middle of the south Korean national
flag. By the use of parting lines between ballast compartment and heat sink the tear-shaped symbol can be
seen in the luminaire. See Appendix D for the derivation of this idea concept.
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At one point during the brainstorming sessions the question of how the road lights will look from below
arose (see Figure 20). Spending time and money on developing visually appealing luminaire by only
focusing on its top-side neglects the fact that luminaires are most often seen from below and at an angle.
Additionally, as long as the lamp is turned off it should also be possible to view the luminaire. Should the
lamp be turned on, it will wash out any shape of the luminaire and cause the whole luminaire appear as a
point of light.

Figure 20. Shapes considering the luminaire’s appearance as seen from below.
Pre-LED street lights (incandescent: e. g. HPS et cetera) have followed a rather straight and uninspired
box shape. In the time of these incandescent street lights the luminaires shape ultimately controlled light
spread characteristics. This was caused by the fact that the filament, being suspended in air, spreads light
in a spherical manner where much of produced light does not travel downwards to the road. These lamps
therefore need additional steps to guide the light. This is conventionally achieved by surrounding the
filament with a reflector. However, many LED solutions do not need a space consuming reflector and
their light spread can be controlled by a refracting lens per LED chip. Therefore, the idea process gave
itself
Moving towards a light would also be able to invite dynamics into the shape. When one moves in relation
to an object it creates a perspective change. Shapes within the luminaire will therefore move relative to
each other. This is similar to the dynamic interplays also seen in villages. Added to this, a heat sink is
normally consisting of several discs in lamellae- structure which are possible to apply this dynamic upon.
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Concept development and preliminary evaluation
Following sections shows the two concepts that developed from ideas and resulting in the following
examples by the use of sketching. The chapter therefore presents visual style at first followed by a weighted
evaluation matrix.

4.3.1

Luminaire concept: maximum effect for minimal means.

The design lab was involved in other projects which were conducted simultaneously as the luminaire
project. Late in the creative sketching process another project lent inspiration to the luminaire: A 3Dmodel was being developed in which the computer model had symmetry across two perpendicular planes.
It meant that if the shape could be created by copying and rotating 90 degree segments as seen in Appendix
F. When considering production methods and a cheap way of creating a product, production costs can be
minimised if few parts are involved. This idea lent inspiration to one of the concepts. See Figure 21 for
some concept sketches for this luminaire.

The idea

Figure 21. The first concept and its symmetric construction. This sketch has two top-bottom symmetric heat
sinks that have been mirrored along the luminaires length.
The idea behind this is concept is that, the luminaire could be built up with one single repeating piece: If
considering a part from a top and two side-views, then, if at least one plane has symmetry, it can be
duplicated and rotated in regular patterns to ultimately create a completely symmetric assembly. In an
aesthetical sense, it uses the main shape of the Choga style to create its outer perimeter; a soft ‘bun-like’
appearance. It does so by manipulating heat sink fins, by making them into accent lines to add character
and complexity to the shape. This inspiration can be seen in Figure 18. These fins are thought to be
spaced in such a manner that they create an interplay as pedestrians walk by. In addition, the soft shape
is aimed to be compatible with surrounding nature and take advantage, or rather ‘join in’ on the already
existing interplay between traditional buildings and nature as described in Appendix C-1.
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Figure 22. Exploration of mirrored shapes.
The core idea behind the shape was derived from the Choga roof, with bends in heat sink fins that allow
for the dynamics as presented in ideation phase. Another main theme is to create a shape that harmonises
with nature that contains soft, sweeping movements (see Figure 22 & Appendix G & Appendix H). It
was decided that the shape should be interesting, using the segment duplication in a simple way and
without being monotonous. Following computer models were created:

Figure 23. Two early 3D interpretations of the first concept’s sketches varying in number of parts and the
way these are held together.
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Preliminary evaluation
The following table presents the weighted evaluation.

Table 7. Preliminary concept evaluation.
Keyword
Appearance

Innovation

Production cost

Sustainability

Weight Scoring Final Motivation
score
4
5
20
The appearance implements the idea of ‘minimum
means for maximum effect’ and its inspiration is
derived from the rather unique Choga roof style.
By changing the heat sink, different expressions
can be created quite competently in that the multiplane symmetry can cause even a small alteration
to have a great visual impact. Seen from below the
light will attract attention in its distinctive
construction while appearing soft and dynamic. It
is intended to mimic the interplay between houses
and mountains to capture the close-to-nature
qualities that are a trademark of Korean buildings.
5
5
25
The luminaire is different from others seen on the
market. It has a unique vision for using the heat
sink as a main way of conveying the luminaire’s
visual impression.
Its potential to allow
interchangeable combined the above mentioned
styling potential means that it can quickly switch
between being purely functional or incorporate
more complicated shapes. This interchangeability
also has strengths both technical aspects in that it
is very adaptable and easily changed if needing to
be refitted with either new LEDs changing the
requirement of heat sink. Moreover, through the
interchangeability new sections can be developed
in order to make the luminaire carry other
technology than lighting. As seen in the second
half of the thesis sensor modules may be attached
to street lights.
3
4
12
The number of unique parts are kept to a
minimum in that each section is mirrored. The
shape is casted and because of this mirror-property,
only one casting is needed to create each part.
Moreover, the part in question is also relatively
small in size compared to the size of contemporary
examples using the same production method. Still,
the total number of components amount to a quite
large amount.
The material of choice in the luminaire is
aluminium due to its relatively low cost. For the
central beam and pole attachment which carry
weight and need to be more sturdy, steel is used.
5
4
20
Effective and locally controllable cooling: Cooling
of each LED panel is highly controllable due to it
being cooled by a dedicated heat sink section. This
enables features such as even heat transfer.
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Compliant with
standards &
regulations
Total

N/A

YES

N/A

The central beam has the potential to being highly
adaptable: as mentioned above it is modular.
Adapting the luminaire to any future LED light
and can possibly even be seen as a cheap alternative
luminaire that can match the speed of technology
shifts where other luminaires might not.
Corrosion and ingress are avoided by using epoxy
finishes along with strategically placed seals
ensuring a long service time.
It should be noted that the heat sink consists of
many elongations which are prone to sustain
physical damage during handling.
To even be able to be considered a success the
luminaire must fulfill regulations put on it. It has
to be electrically safe, resistant to corrosion,
protected against ingress to the grade of IP66.
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4.3.2

Luminaire concept: futuristic, front end

While conducting benchmarks trends were noticed in construction methods used by many luminaires.
These luminaires use few parts, see for example Figure 14 at page 42. They fundamentally use a top and
bottom casting which are then joined together to close off all innards from the surrounding. As such they
use heat sink as a carrying structure. Yet, many of these did not use the heat sink to convey any special
aesthetical style.

The idea

Figure 24. The second concept featuring a shape leaning more towards the Paljak roof.
The second concept mainly builds upon the box-and-lid style construction as seen with many
contemporary LED luminaires. It is thought to house LED-lamps and their ballast inside the same
construction whereupon they are then covered by a lid. All this is then contained within a consciously
shaped luminaire. The Paljak roof style has the greatest influence on this luminaire in that it features more
contours meeting at angles. It then also features the soft sweeping lines as generally found in Korean
buildings. An early computer model can be found below in Figure 25:

Figure 25. Top and side view of the second concept explaining its shape as well as showing mounting plate
for LED-lamps and the
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Preliminary evaluation
Table 8. Preliminary concept evaluation.
Keyword

Weight

Scoring

Appearance

5

5

Final
score
25

Innovation

5

2

10

Production cost

3

3

9

Sustainability

5

3

15

N/A

YES

N/A

Compliant with
standards &
regulations
Total

4.3.3

Motivation
As mentioned, inspiration for this luminaire
comes from the Paljak roof. The inspiration
has manifested itself in the way contours and
prominent lines meet. It features angles and a
composition that as a whole is reminiscent of
the edge construction of the Paljak roof. Seen
from below the luminaire is intended to come
across as being light, seen at an angle it should
be able to easily identified as ‘seeming’ Korean.
The luminaire is not considered to be very
innovative. It merely continues where
luminaires seen in the benchmark finished.
Moreover, in its current execution, both shape
and cooling capabilities are connected in a way
that is less fortuitous than that of the first
concept. Should for example the LEDs be
swapped the whole luminaire might not be able
to adapt successfully to ensure sufficient
cooling.
The concept is thought to need a very limited
parts to be manufactured. However, since the
shapes only allow for casting they increase the
cost somewhat. Using aluminium can mitigate
the rising cost however comes with extra
considerations to be made towards the
materials ability to carry itself in relation to any
potential damage that may be sustained.
Heat transfer is once again a key term for this
concept as well. With the current layout the
heat sink has many fins which have a relatively
great length, leading to a greater surface area
which finally improves cooling. As explained
above the ‘rigid’ construction of the luminaire
may be difficult to adapt to changing
technology.
Same as the first concept; to even be able to
be considered a success the luminaire must
fulfill regulations put on it. It has to be
electrically safe, resistant to corrosion,
protected against ingress to the grade of IP66.
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Verdict

The first concept surpasses the second one in most keywords and mainly this seems to come down to its
uniqueness and its potential to innovate.
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Final concept; summary, technical details and continued development
The shape was refined and central construction was changed into a thoroughgoing beam for carrying the
complete assembly. This beam is spacious enough to be able to fit a wide selection of different ballasts.
The sections were decided to limit to four parts; one in each ‘corner’ of the luminaire. This is motivated
by it increasing modularity that can enable cost efficient change into other shaped sections, for aesthetical
as well as technical reasons. For example, the shape of the heat sinks as seen in the concept are merely
suggestions and many other shapes could be fruitful to explore. The appearance of heat sinks being
disconnectedly fitted into the assembly lends them a potential to engineer cooling for each segment to
optimally take care of its LED chips even at an individual level.
When it comes to manufacturing costs, the symmetric sections once again mean that is can be casted with
a single cast and therefore simplify and minimise costs in the manufacturing process. Other parts for
assembling the luminaire could possibly be purchased from external suppliers to further decrease
production costs.

4.4.1

Concept summary

Figure 26. The luminaire’s reworked execution.
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Technical implementation
As for the shape of the luminaire, it will have symmetry across all its planes. How this is achieved was
ultimately decided upon by the gathering of technical considerations. While the shape as a whole is
decided to be harmonic and soft, it has to house the LED-panels, their driver while interfacing towards
the street pole. While different composition of parts was considered, such as having two or four mirrored
sections, it was ultimately decided to have four segments. Being made from aluminium, each segment
weighs about 1,2 kilograms (see Appendix L for volume data).

Figure 27. A luminaire section in top-, back- and side view.
Thermal management
Each segment fundamentally works as a dedicated heat sink for a LED panel assembly (see Figure 28) that
is screwed into place on fins that are levelled and fitted with tapped holes. Between these fins holes have
been placed that creates a thoroughgoing hole through the heat sink. The purpose behind these is both
to drain any rainfall that lands but more importantly as ventilation holes to improve heat convection.
Convection as a means of transferring heat is seen as highly important. The heat sink as a whole is designed
to combine the Choga-inspired aesthetic with the theory from Dominant (2016); that surface area is highly
important for cooling. The construction of the heat sink has therefore balanced aesthetics and heat sink
design. It ensures a large surface area close to the LED-panel which in turn is helped by a hypothesised
maximal useful airflow using the through-holes.
In benchmarks it was noted that a close fit between LED panel and heat sink is needed and most panels
are fitted to its heat sink with a layer of heat conducting paste. This is to ensure a strong and efficient
movement of energy, closeness is key. In the case for this luminaire the extra mounting bracket (ground
plate in the ‘LED-assembly’) is glued with a heat conducting adhesive. As an example a heat conducting
epoxy could be used.
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Figure 28. The LED-assembly, from the bottom: heat sink, mounting plate (glued and screwed), rubber
seal, LED-plate (heat paste) and epoxy cover (screwed into the mounting plate).
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LED-driver placement
Unlike many of the contemporary LED lights that were observed during benchmarks this luminaire does
not share its ballast compartment in close conjunction its to heat sink. Instead because the luminaires
assembly revolves around sections and their need to be joined, a central beam is used to house the driver
as well as carrying the assembly. See Figure 29. Each heat sink segment is then screwed to this beam.

Figure 29. The assembly using a central beam to house LED-drivers as well as tying all parts together.
Using this method, supply power is fed through the pole, to the drivers and then finally into the LED
assembly through a rubber-sealed hole in the beam’s side. Each heat sink has its main fin fitted with a slit
that allows the cable to be run through the heat sink and into the LED panel. See Figure 30.
The central beam consists of walls, capped off by a top and a bottom plate, both fitted with fins to function
as heat sinks. They are fastened to the walls by using screws and between them there is a sealing layer made
from silicon. The seal is held in place by a grove. The ballasts are mounted on the lower of the cap. The
beam creates a redundant space for the mounting of at least two drivers, accompanied by space for any
extra equipment. Should the beam be opened it can be done from either the top or bottom plate. The
beam is able to fit even the largest of contemporary ballasts and can therefore easily be refitted with any
new technology.
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Figure 30. A quarter section showing the slit placed in the heat sink to feed electricity into the lamp.
Corrosion protection
Exterior surfaces are finished with a multilayer epoxy coating as is common for LED-luminaires (based on
benchmark results). Electrical connections are protected by sealing: The ballast used are thought to be
fully sealed in and of themselves. However, the ballast compartment has rubber seals which prevent water
and moisture from entering and making contact with any electrical wires or connections. The LED
assembly features a polymer seal which is pressurised to make an airtight seal.
Crevice corrosion is prevented by the use of rubber seals where screws and spacers interface against any
body part. Spacing screws from the aluminium eliminates the risk of water connecting the two metals and
keeps water away from the threaded sections. Pitting is prevented by planning easy evacuation of pooling
water: All surfaces are designed to effectively drain water by using elongated edges to control where water
runs in addition to finning crevices and potential pooling areas with drainage holes. See Figure 29 &
Figure 31.

Figure 31. The LED-assembly and its ground plate’s elongated edges which prevent water from running
onto the assembly.
Use of a roof was also experimented with. See Appendix M.
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Ingress
Ingress is kept out and prevented by the same rubber seals that are used for moisture protection. Therefore,
dust is unable to enter cavities, which prevents any unintended wear on components. Dirt build-up is kept
to a minimum through the placement of holes that drain rainwater and is designed to flow away with it.

Electrical grounding
Main beam is grounded directly along with the ballasts. Since rubber seals are used around screws and
paint is used it prevents safe electrical connections to be made between the beam and heat sinks. Therefore,
grounding is provided to the heat sink by carrying it through the ground plate and into the heat sink
attachment screws.

Pole attachment
Pole attachment need to be developed further, however as was viewed not to directly be a part to be
manipulated for aesthetics it has not been developed a lot. The finished product should have an
attachment that can adjust the luminaire’s angle relative to the pole. This relates to the luminaires citywide adaptability and is seen to be key to its implementation into many different situations. This exclusion
is mainly because of time constraints in the project. The components importance should however not be
understated. It is therefore left for future work.

4.4.2

Continued development

After the said client expresses desire to continue and produce any of the models, they should be analysed
for function. Tests, in particular simulations to investigate heat dissipation of each design are needed and
the luminaire needs a thorough revision. For example: The luminaire has centred its development around
the large plate-type lamp (as seen in Figure 6), there exist many different types of LED lamps. The field of
LED-technology is also being developed bringing potentially new and revolutionary products. The strength
of the luminaire at hand therefore shines as it easily can be adapted to house other type of led lamps.
Once a clearer image of the end client is formed and their requirements on the lamp is determined, the
process should focus on computing heat dissipation for the heat sink. As specified, the specific
characteristics of each LED-lamp is directing its performance in terms of heat. In closer detail, forward
current, maximal junction temperature are both data to be specified by the lamp manufacturer which has
implications for heat sink design. As a suggestion, once the lamp has been specified, heat dissipation can
be simulated in computer software using the CAD-model that was developed. Other aspects also need
consideration. The concept still needs to be reworked: water drainage need to be optimized. Thicknesses
need to be computed both in terms of passing thermal management requirements but also in passing
mechanical strength requirements. Moreover, it is likely that further simplifications are possible which
potentially can save resources while still maintaining high cooling capacity. Heat fins must be dimensioned
towards lending each LED chip a shortest life of at least 50,000 hours.
Along with these changes, the model also has to be optimized in order to fit the casting process optimally.
While the development at hand has focused on appearance it has found an interesting direction for
modularity in street lights: If certain lamp holding parts are made easy and cheap to manufacture and
adapt, essentially there is a possibility for complete interchangeability. Continued development should
therefore pay more attention to the ‘bar’ that holds the ballast; how can it optimize the modularity? Can
it be developed to be a cheap interface on which new lamps can be mounted to allow for quick and
efficient.
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5 Interactive LED systems
Chapter 3.3 presents the analysis of street lighting’s roles and proposes different directions for it to take
through an exploration of system types.

Pre study: users, need finding and problem definition
Simplified, street lighting’s most basic level of use is: To provide vision during the lack of daylight to allow for
human activities in a safe environment that does so with high energy efficiency. The usages and its environments
are investigated in the coming chapters. Some fundamental observations can be stated beforehand:
Street lights supplements practice of activities – They create a more hospitable environment that is
possible to navigate, similar to day light.
The use of street lighting is to create security – As mentioned in 2.2, street lighting improves visibility
and create safety for pedestrians.
The recent change into LED solutions is to save energy – All of these benefits are as mentioned, at the
cost of electrical energy which is one of the main reasons for the use of LED lamps.
The use of Street lights is time based – it is used under regular time periods which tether into daily life
and routines. Their use typically coincides with free time.
Street lights exist during day too – A fact that is easy to overlook due to their sole purpose to function
in night hours.
Street lights and their light affect bodily responses through circadian rhythm – Light temperature
controls functions in our bodies and are connected to our health.
When people travel on roads, they do so with a purpose – People commute, exercise, socialise, enjoy
privacy, relax and more; all with a unique motivation.

5.1.1

Observation

Following are two areas that were observed in Busan.

Gwangalli beach

Figure 32. The Gwangalli bridge spanning the bay in front of Gwangalli beach.
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Gwangalli beach is a famous spot for tourists as well as locals in Busan. Busan firework festival is held
there on a yearly basis which attracts around one million onlookers. Outside this attraction the beach also
holds other seasonal events. However, the beach is crowded every evening and supports a great concourse
of people. On and around the beach there are broad roads made specifically for pedestrian traffic. These
roads are partitioned into a lane for directed bicycle traffic, another part of the road is covered in soft
material to enable running and about half of the road is made for walking and is covered in asphalt. This
road follows the shoreline and offer a clear view of the Gwangalli bridge that stretches over the sea and
connects two main areas of Busan. Along the shoreline there are large wave breaking structures called
‘tetrapods’ on which fishermen climb to reach fishing spots despite being dimly lit by backscattering light
from nearby luminaires.

Visitors and activities
People walking here typically go in pairs for a stroll, or they exercise alone or in group by running. In one
part of the stretch there is an outdoor gym that is frequented by mainly elderly people. Many people here
seem to favour the area for exercising and they run or walk with the sole purpose of exercising. People
travelling with bicycle do so to either commute or exercise. One interesting thing to note is that the
Gwangalli bridge is equipped with thousands of LEDs of different colours. Every evening at 8 pm the
bridge will feature a light show. The bridge then starts to function as a display and flashes with different
type of imageries. Combined with the ocean the view attracts many people and the stretch features art
installations and light shows using lasers creating images in ejected water mist.
The area as a whole offers a scenic attraction that passer-by’s commonly stop by to take photos in or simply
sit and enjoy. As a whole the area generates many places where strangers can interact and standing around
the beach, groups of teenagers stand together and socialises casually. At the end of the road a highly
popular place for drinking and eating foods in nightly picnics can be found. People gather here to socialize
and the area again overlooks the ocean.

Lighting type
Most lights are mainly functional and cast light for the sake of lighting the roads as with any other urban
road. However, accompanying these standard lights the area also has a heavy use of different beautification
lights. First and foremost, the colourful bridge followed by a variety of decorative lights, some mimicking
plants and others being countersunk into the pavements and benches. Some others cast colour changing
light on the shore. Lighting also pours out from the busy streets with all its restaurants. Taken together
the area very much favours the use of light and has utilized it to more or less make up for the complete
experience of an area. For example, would the area have been the same without the lights on the bridge
in Figure 32?

UN Park
As with any other large city, city bound parks offers a very close and accessible connection to nature. The
UN park is around 135,000 m2 and is dedicated to soldiers from 16 countries that died in the Korean
war. Layout-wise the park is quite open allowing a far reaching viewing distance. In the park there are two
main attractions; a museum in addition to a sculpture zone.

Visitors and activities
Compared to the walkways near the bridge where many people go to exercise, socialise in groups or eat,
the UN park solely consists of roads that are specifically intended for walking and viewing monuments.
The atmosphere in the park is very calm with couples walking together, families walking and children
running around exploring the park. It has an outdoor gym but it does not seem to be as frequently used
as the one near the bridge.
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Lighting type
The area is quite dark and toned down. LED-street lights are installed in conjunction with the crossing
roads. Their appearance is stylised with some likening crescent moons and others lanterns. The park has
greeneries and flowers which are lit and decorated with the street lights.

5.1.2

Persona

Following are the three personas developed based on the observations mentioned above.

Persona 1
-

Name: Ji-Eun
Occupation: Retired chef, Grandmother.
Age: 67 years.

Having grown up in the 1950s Ji-Eun has experienced the post war times. This has put a life-long effect
on her life style: her parents in particular had a difficult time before birth due to the turmoil around them.
Largely because of the way she has been raised, she, like many others of her generation strongly believe in
rules, discipline and etiquette. As an elder in the Korean society she expects the respectful treatment from
others as is customary in Korean culture. In the present day she has two children of her own, one of which
has her own child. Compared to her children and grandchildren she is much more conservative and stick
to traditions. She has ways for which he solves her problems and situations and when her younger family
members suggest she should modernise and get a better smart phone she cannot see the point of it.
In a typical day she will start by having breakfast and then watch the news before going outside. She spends
a lot of her time cooking and preparing meals for her husband and herself. Occasionally she will take a
walk with a friend after lunch where they will talk and drink coffee together before returning home to
prepare dinner. Her husband is two years younger than her and is still sometimes involved in looking after
the business he was part of starting and managing. Throughout their relation Ji-Eun would often have to
wait for her husband to return home late and would at times only have dinner with her children on days
when he was gone for too long. These old habits are still relevant for them. Ji-Eun has always been very
disciplined and takes pleasure in staying organised and to plan in detail for herself and her family. She
has always believed in physical strength and taking care of vitality and stamina, another lesson learnt from
her strict parents.
Despite her family, one of her greatest prides in her life is her health and her physical activity level. Her
faith in routines and staying organised has led her to daily head outside for exercise. Throughout the years
she has explored her neighbouring areas and has a few routes she may take, depending on weather or time.
She always ends the walks by stopping by an outdoor gym that is nearby her home. Normally she will also
bring her portable radio equipped with a small loudspeaker that plays through her evening. For this she
always makes sure to keep enough batteries at home and in her jacket.
She has been doing this since she had her first born and has kept at it since then as well as she could.
After having dinner, she would head outside to exercise. At the outside gym people come and go on
occasion but one person who always pays a visit is Ji-Eun. For her, the daily exercise is a personal ritual
and the times where something prevents her from heading outside, she will do what she can to make up
for it indoors.

Persona 2
-

Name: Min-Ug
Occupation: Newly become parent, mechanical engineer.
Age: 31 years.
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Min-Ug has been with his wife for 7 years before getting married at age 28, they had met each other since
university. They now have a soon-to-be 1-year-old son to take care of. His 20’s and university life was very
important for him: his 2 yearlong military service was tough but also very developing as he got to train
himself as a commander. Studying mechanical engineering was very fruitful as he had wished to be an
inventor since childhood. In a way he would still fantasise and fancy himself as an inventor of sorts. MinUg has always been very goal oriented and this gave his studies motivation, resulting in high grades which
eventually would help him get his job at one of the bigger companies immediately upon graduating. He
knew very well that being a father would come with a lot of responsibilities and had planned for it for a
long time, making sure all pieces are in place. He feels very fortunate and already has ambitions for his
son’s future. Quite often he also has to go on long lasting business trips to work on some of his projects.
Min-Ug’s work involves a lot of computer work; writing reports, creating computer models and running
simulations. He therefore puts a lot of work into systems and programs that are created by others. One of
the things that annoys him the most is when he runs into computer problems in his work that he positively
believes cannot be a result of his own doing. When a problem arises such as a computer crash, data
becomes lost or programs misbehave it can completely ruin his mood. His company has well designed data
recovery systems and cloud saving but sometimes they seem to fail regardless. Recently he had been dealt
a new computer because of a failure, but somehow the second computer also failed. That is not to say that
he dislikes all technology. Quite on the contrary he really appreciates it, a lot, but when it fails, he knows
few things that make him feel worse. The computer problems are time consuming, and to him work needs
to be done and he does not want to stay away from home for too long to miss any time with his son.
When he finishes work he will come home he will have dinner with his wife who is still on an extended
maternity leave. After this they will go out with the stroller with their son. Though keeping care of the
child is tiring and his wife sometimes prefer to stay at home and Min-Ug has to go alone. He prefers the
company of his wife but walking alone also has its benefits in that it lets him have some time for himself.
He still lives in the area nearby where his old university and he remembers how he used to commute on
his bicycle on these roads. They are good for running, something he still practices when he finds time for
it, usually it happens on weekends. He will often challenge himself to run the stretch under a specific time
and use his smart phone to track his performance.

Persona 3
-

Name: Hye-Min
Occupation: high school student.
Age: 19 years.

As for all high school students, Hye-Min leads a very busy time in her life. She is closing up on the last
year of her high school education and all that matters to her is her grades. The upcoming national exam
is of utmost importance for her as she wants to enter a high ranking university. She therefore takes extra
classes and often stay studying for more than 10 hours on a daily basis. Sometimes she thinks she is doing
quite well but does not want to get too comfortable with the thought as it might jeopardize her
determination.
All the studying puts a lot of pressure on her, she greatly looks forward to being don with this part of her
life. In university she thinks she might be able to let loose some more and relax. For the time being she
enjoys her precious free time in the best way she can. She greatly enjoys her phone, it is always available
and can help her relax in the off time when she is commuting on the subway system or walking home. It
also has her social messaging applications and some games that she can play together with her friends. A
recent trending application that uses the camera to augment reality has become the new favourite
application among she and her friends. They will often find applications they can try out together. In
evenings she and her friends will gather and have dinner outside together. She values her time off studying
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as much as she considers studying important. It is the time when she can let loose and release some
dammed energy.
On her way to and from school she uses her bike, she lives two subway stations away and in summer it is
difficult to justify the costly trip in favour of her bike. Typically, she does not think much of her
surroundings other than disliking the slopes that seem to be everywhere, causing trouble to her bike trip.
Usually she is so busy concerning with her schedule and studies that she pays little attention. However,
sometimes she walks to and from school and these times she seems to more focus on the surrounding
environment and will find herself wondering about what all the other people also walking through the
park are doing.

5.1.3

Benchmark

Although a relatively young technology, LED technology have been put to use in a broad variety of
‘interactive’ applications. First and foremost, a project very closely relate to this thesis has been carried
out over a course of years by Seitinger (2010) and it culminated in her Ph.D. thesis “liberated pixels”. The
work explores “a dynamic relation between urban spaces and strategically placed lights” Seitinger (2010) p. 17.
She also means that changing traditional street light lamp into LEDs will add programmability into the
luminaire. In it, Seitinger identified and tested three different types of lighting interactions in an attempt
to explore the field of interaction in public lighting. Following are two examples:
-

-

A street light prototype that changes light colour during interaction using an Arduino
microcontroller. The light can move and each position of its surrounding is coupled with a
specific colour. As the light moves it will change colour. The prototype can sense the presence of
people in its close vincinity. Seitinger states that this street light serves no functional or even
realistic purpose if they were implemented at a large scale. The prototype merely makes up to
break the conventional view of what a street light should do and bring attention to interaction.
‘Urban pixels’: Another creation is a likening of a traditional monitor for a computer but applied
to a large urban surface. The vision is that a few set of pixels mounted on for example a building
wall can function as lights functioning at a higher level than conventional street lights. These
lamps or ‘pixels’ should be interactive and open to the general public. A prototype model
mounted on a building was tested. The screen is a system consisting of a set of lights, roughly
making up a low resolution screen. Each light is autonomous and self powered with batteries.
They contain a microcontroller that is networked to enable communication between the lights.
Additionally, they are also equipped with light sensors. The light had two interaction channels:
The first is by sending a message to a number using a cellphone. The lights could show an
animation or act in a display. The second is that they would change their light intensity when a
light, from for example a flash light was shone on them. This interaction was sensed with an
infrared sensor. In essesnce the system created a type of beautification light that is interactive.
Seitinger underlines the potential for systems like this to be interactive and controlled to, for
example, provide useful information in a city-wide scale.

These prototypes in interactive lighting gave some support for its potential: Users seemed to appreciate
their flexibility and interactive responses. Moreover, using interaction as a method for urban lighing for
conveying information is inriguing. In essence, the results lend support to that urban lighting is a viable
method of interaction. However, Seitinger’s (2010) report was published nearly 7 years ago meaning that
technology, particularly that of smart phones, have advanced significantly. On the market of today, some
interactive lights already exist. Following are some examples:
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Infrastructural systems:
Many modern LED street light installments feature control systems that let each light be controlled and
under surveillance to varying extent. Many of these integrates an extra communication module onto
luminaires that houses control units for the LED drivers along with network cards for communicating
with the control node. These solutions are delivered by firms taking care of their installation and
maintenance.
Some examples are:
-

-

-

-

Lumen iQ, by LED Roadway Lighting: A system controlling a network of street lights with the
sole purpose of saving energy. Luminaires are diagnosed and faults are reported through the
network which also provides the system with its adaptive light output control. (LED Roadway
Lighting, 2016)
Intelligent Streetlight Control and Management System, by BEC technologies: Same as above.
Moreover it explicitly states it can adapt light to environment and that it adapts light output to
temperature. It also states ability to be integrated with smoke detectors (BEC technologies, 2016).
The thriving city, by Current (powered by General Electrics): Similar to the examples above yet
seemingly aims integration on a city scale level and emphasises intelligent infrastructure. They
state ‘smart technologies’ as a solution to their approach mentioning intelligent installations such
as sensors, motion sensors and uses wi if and bluetooth as support for their wireless control system.
(Current by GE, 2016)
Citinet, by Mysite energy solutions: Offers similar control system as above and states their ability
to provide wi-fi hotspots.

All of the above examples have visions and scopes that point them in the direction of big data solutions.
Especially so due to their ambition to make use of sensors to gather information. Moreover, many of them
mention energy saving and sensors, but not exactly how it is supposed to happen.

Playful interaction:
-

-

-

-

Shadowing by Matthew Rosier & Jonathan Chomko: This is a street light equipped with an
infrared camera that casts a sharp field of light on the ground directly below it. Passer-by’s shadows
are then recorded with an infrared camera and can be replayed as animated projections moments
later. This lets other people who happen to walk by know information about the people who were
there moments before.
Urbanimals by Laboratory for Architectural Experiments: As an effort to create interest in city
exploration, Urbanimals is an interactive system in which city dwellers interact with lightprojected animals. The animals will run around on the ground and supposedly interact with
people walking by them. The animals will for example run or turn towards the person it interacts
with. The project utilizes sensors to let virtual animals roam remote spots of a city and they can
interact with passers-by.
Hello Lamp Post by PAN studio: While the name suggests this system is for street lights, it does
not limit itself to just those, it is a city wide interaction invitation between pedestrians and any
object. The Hello Lamp Post will contact people that walk past by using their phone to send a
message asking them casual questions that turns more intimate the longer the exchange continues.
The interaction is started by the user finding a code on the object which then is used to identify
the object as the use sends it to an advertised number.
Siegesäule tunnel, Berlin: This interactive light display is installed in a tunnel in Berlin that leads
to and from the Siegesäule monument. A stretch of the tunnel wall is changed into a dark display
with fuzzy orbs phasing about it. As a person walks by the screen will create a white real time
‘shadow’ that follows the person’s movements. This is enabled by IR sensors.
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5.1.4

Product specification

As noted in earlier sections, the main function for using LED lights is to save energy and they achieve this
simply by their structure and the way they convert electrical energy into light. However, as seen in the
benchmark, they are very controllable which may enable them to save even more energy. Going along with
the assumption that new LED luminaires must save energy, and that there already are a multitude of
already existing solutions. The energy saving is seen as a standard for which new developments must follow.
The interaction methods to be developed and suggested should combine with energy savings along the
following fundamental rules:
1. The system must save energy where possible. As a preliminary suggestion, if street lights have
capability to communicate with each other and sense people walking by, they should dim down
to a suitable level. This level should be lower than normal but still not too dark. This dimming is
determined based on local parameters. Tichelen (2007) notes some control parameters: ”In general
there are four relations that justify dimming according to local conditions: 1. Dimming related to traffic
density, e.g. dimming of street light after curfew. 2. Dimming related to local weather conditions. 3.
Maximum power point fine tuning adapted to local parameters (e.g.: pole distance, lamp luminous flux, road
reflection, installed luminaire position, shading.)” (Tichelen, 2007, p. 92.)
2. The way the light dims out should be controlled and happen smoothly. Sudden light intensity
changes will lead to eyes having to adapt in fast rates, possibly even leading to temporary
impairment of vision.
3. The dimming mode on a system level should be considered. How many lights ahead of the
traveller should be lit up while others are off? In essence the act of lights increasing their intensity
in sequence will in effect also message other pedestrians of someone’s approach.
4. The person sensing should actively make itself register people. If the system can ‘forget’ that a
person is in its vicinity, they may go dark unintentionally. Reliability such as this is very important.
5. For additional interaction:
a. The nature of the interaction should be considered. For example, if a certain interaction
theme is chosen, then, should the interaction be particularly intrusive or completely
ubiquitous?
b. What are the means of interaction, are any tools such as smart phone needed? What are
the steps needed in order to interaction? This relates to the system’s accessibility and
controllability as the necessity of many steps in order to interact creates a hindrance
towards its ease of use.
c. What is the nature of the interaction? Does it require active participation or can it interact
in a more ubiquitous manner? And what motivates it?
d. The means of output and inputs should be considered: As an output, the system may
control its light. With addition of other media transmitters, other outputs can potentially
be enabled. Inputs should consider its data collection and the nature of it in addition to
how it is used. As mentioned, in theory for big data, collection of certain data is not
permitted as it violates social privacy.
e. The interaction must not offend, alienate or make users uncomfortable. Also it must not
jeopardize public safety by calling for unsuitable attention. The interaction should ensure
an appealing interaction that considers its setting and has a long lasting usefulness and
attraction.
f. Finally, the street lights are seen together as a system. Their control method should be
considered. For example: In the benchmark it was noted that many systems use a central
control unit. However, it is possible that other solutions where street lights individually
communicate between each other too.
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Ideation: Brainstorming
Following are some of the ideas that were developed in conjunction with the design team.

Figure 33. Some ideas explored on paper.

Dimming lights as communication
Idea example: One of the first ideas that appeared built upon the manner in which light is dimmed.
Consider a system where lights use proximity sensors to gradually increase light intensity in a stretch of
street lights: A number of street lights are turned on around the person and as she moves, the light travels
with her from within the spaced out light poles. A person’s presence will have a far reaching indication of
his or her presence. Moreover, roads which are frequented the most can have a higher minimum threshold
for the light.
Additional ideas: Clap or make noise to flash the lamps - Gesture or move to change intensity.

Human centred interactive lighting
Idea example: Another idea that came up was the notion of how light is connected to people’s wellbeing
and mood. Light is important to us as the circadian rhythm suggests and shows a connection to health.
Could it therefore be possible to link these findings into the dimming capabilities? Create a light that can
follow the circadian rhythm and emit warm light in late evenings or that can be controlled to change
mood in light according to local festivities?
The lights can shift from blueish light to a warmer light tone in order to create a sense of welcoming. A
notion that the person is noticed.
Additional ideas: Sensory-aided park lights to aid vision impaired - A light that can read body language Lights that can discern one person from another.

Interactive park objects
Idea example: One idea input was directed towards creating social moods: A park bench is connected to a
nearby street light. The street light in turn has the capability to shift colour and is also able to emit sound.
It has been loaded with music setting the mood to be romantic. Should one person sit on the bench,
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nothing special happens, the light may play natural sounds such as cricket noise. However, when two
people sit together on the bench the light slowly turns towards red and romantic music starts to play.
Other moods may also be possible to play.
Additional ideas: Lights integrated into park furniture - Lights indicating where vacant park furniture
exists - Interactive flood lights for park vegetation.

Invisible light emissions to interact with carried devices
Idea example: As Schubert & Kim (2005) pointed out, LED lights can output light outside the human
visual spectra, this could in turn be used to communicate with handheld devices, cars or similar.
Additional ideas: Guide automated cars.

Informative interaction
Idea example: Lights that gather quantitative information of visitors and then uses Occasionally appearing
light poles use light and colour to forecasts the weather. It can also indicate temperature. Another possible
information output can be air quality.
Additional ideas: Weather conveying lights, Lights hinting of number of visitors, Map integrated lighting

Lights that glow in crossroads, pedestrian safety
Idea example: Would exist on the perimeters of parks that are crowded. Especially where people tend to
cross the road to notify their presence to passing drivers.

Social safety light
Idea example: The street gives a notion of being aware of others presence, a lighter type of wide spread
closer circuit televised security camera. Can react to voice ques, pedestrians may call a certain word to
have to mark their location for emergency services. This was inspired by the voice control functions in
phones where a key-phrase can start voice recognition software.

A street light studio light
Idea example: Young people typically like to stop at take self-portraits with their smartphones. There could
be a street light that lends itself to be highly controllable to allow for, for example, better lighting in
sightseeing spots.
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Concept development
Interactive lights can indeed be playful and interesting as benchmark results and studies by Seitinger’s
(2010) suggest. Many ideas from the creative phase also played along this direction but the question of
how would this have a long lasting appeal arose. For what reason should interaction in public lighting be
playful? It may ‘brighten’ up the day for commuters but can it stay interesting and secure its usefulness in
a sustainable way? The installations may be costly and should therefore create a long lasting appeal, not
just function as a temporary art project.
As of now street lights do not do much. They cast light, are turned off or in some cases dim out. Moreover,
whatever dimming they do is done in order to save energy in a global system-wide fashion. The street lights
clearly seem to do what they are supposed to but can they do more? A leading motive behind the design of
the interactive system is the long-lasting appeal behind them. It is important because the system should
ensure a long lasting usage with the best outcome to create something that even has a future potential. To
ensure a long lasting usage with future potential, ideas that tap in on actual user needs in their everyday
lives. Moreover, as specified by for example lighting standards, one lighting type is not suitable for all
environment, which can be solved by flexibility in the system. This flexibility is introduced by computing,
proper choice and use of LED lamps. Following is the development of the interactive lighting system:

5.3.1

The system’s start: Interactive dimming

In 5.1.4 fundamental characteristics for LED lights to be developed were stated to be energy saving
through dimming. This naturally led the thought process to how this dimming should happen. One
suggestion was that it should occur quite locally, around individual moving pedestrians.
Dimming lights that respond in a direct manner to a person’s presence was considered a highly interesting
idea for its implication on conveying messages by ‘illuminating presences’. If dimming is a fundamental
function, then this idea is merely an alternative behaviour of how it should happen and what it might be
used for:
The idea was founded when considering what the implications are when one can notice that a dimmed
out street light increases its intensity. This will indirectly advertise presence of an incoming person from
a distance, and potentially even before the person appear. In other words, there are communicative
prospects in this behaviour. It is a type of remote communication which potentially can create interesting
interactions, not between street lights and person, but between people. In this way, technology merely
works as a facilitator for communication, similar to how a telephone conveys speech. It can also be likened
to be a light which follows persons around while saving wasted energy where no person stays.
The dimming behaviour then was considered to have some parameters which should be controlled; how
big area around a person should light up? How dark is the minimum light output? These are partly
answered simply by following lighting standards but may also need some experimentation to be concluded
upon. The ‘parameter view’ led thoughts towards how a computer would control these, which in turn led
to the main foundation for the concept: an area wide lighting system with a very flexible software to control,
change and manipulate it, capable to handle the ideas presented in previous phase.
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5.3.2

An adaptable central control system

With this new vision of how dimming is controlled along with the view of a computer to control it the
concept development continued: With more flexibility the system may adapt and survive a longer time. It
could have the prospect of introducing interaction in a way that lets it be explored, iterated and finally
find somewhere to take root. But why does it have to limit itself to interactive dimming? If the system itself
is flexible and allows for changes to be made with ease, it could for example also integrate matching colour
temperatures with surrounding environment. Many of the ideas seemed to be compatible with one
another. It is merely a matter of collecting sensory information and manage it in a suitable way. If street
poles have the sensory means to perceive and output, then a computer system could let it do more than
just one type of interaction response by directing this sensory data. Give the system the possibility of being
modular, possibility to connect with cell phones for more complex interactions.

Figure 34. A description of how inputs go through the environment as interface and then becomes handled
by a central computer and is returned as output or responses.
The system is thought to have complexity levels: Some responses are only possible and meaningful when
responding to a certain input is fed. Dimming, as mentioned above is at the second complexity level and
is based on a direct input straight from a sensor. Figure 35 illustrates these input and available responses.

Figure 35. An illustration of the different inputs and their complexity.
Traditional street lighting solutions make up for the foundation level where the lighting system is run
completely without regard to any inputs from pedestrians. The second level incorporate what is called
‘simple sensing’. In general, the sensory information available here is from sensors directly mounted on
street lights. These are for example proximity sensors to bring lights from dimmed down light levels to
higher levels. The highest level is seen as inputs coming from an indirect direction instead of directly from
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physical data from pedestrians. This could for example be street lights communicating with a smart phone
through applications to react to preferences of pedestrians or similar.
Data from the second level is envisioned to be purely indirect unless users make attempts to interact. For
example, the sequential dimming is barely noticed if walking normally, but if running the dimming effect
can be more dramatic. The idea is based on simplicity; no external tools are needed and no efforts are
needed to interact. In other words, not directly intrusive, the lights simply adjust themselves to individual
presences. The system lends itself to what users sees it fit to do. It can be a subject to individual’s creativity
and lead to user generated content while not being intrusive for those who do not appreciate it. Playful
when played with and in other cases, simply functional. It has the potential of having alternate uses
depending on the user’s interaction. The collected data may also prove itself to be used as information in
big data systems.
The interactive dimming is a main feature. Other types of interaction outputs may be added. Interaction
seen through sensory inputs can have interesting effects: If the street poles are equipped with sound
sensors they may listen to sudden sounds which they can use to increase light intensity in a series of lights
to spread the sound, similar to ripples spreading in water. The effects of this would be especially powerful
in environments that are open such as the UN park or even the beach side in Gwangalli.

5.3.3

How is it done?

Street lights are fitted with sensors that collects data. This data is then fed to a central computer which
uses a program to interpret the data and return it as output in light. The program is easily changed to the
point of being able to change its behaviour monthly or to adapt to a season, event or similar. As noted in
the benchmark, centrally controlled street light networks already exist. But whereas these mainly focuses
on lamp management and maintenance, the interactive version sees to repurpose the central control unit’s
role. In addition to monitor lights it also uses them to process sensory inputs and create a more organically
controlled system.
An alternative view of this control is to equip each street light with its own processor. If equipped to
communicate with other light poles global lighting effects can just as easily be implemented. However,
this discussion ultimately comes down to cost and data management: Is it more cost efficient to have a
central control unit or to make each street light more intelligent?

A scenario…
A new lighting system has been installed in Busan’s UN park and along Gwangalli beach. The system has
an intelligent program which has the ability to sense where people are by use of sensors. They use passive
infrared (PIR) sensors to notice people’s presence at light posts. They also have simple sound amplitude
sensing. The last sensor in use is a chromaticity meter at a central computer which measures the light
temperature in the environment. There may be other sensors but these are inactivated for the moment
and may be enabled as the program is changed the coming month.
The motion detection from the PIR sensor is used to bring street lights to a brighter intensity as well as
map the average concourse levels per week day. Weekdays and stretches of a road that are frequented the
most have their lowest light level slightly higher than less frequented roads. When a person enters a zone
with these dimming lights the lights will slowly increase their intensity depending on average light level of
the surrounding and the speed of which the pedestrian moves. The sound intensity sensors can ‘listen’ to
sound level differences and use this to create an output which expresses itself in: light intensity changes
(lower or higher), sometimes, even in slight colour changes. All intensity changes from sound are
controlled; the control system makes sure that the light may rise rather quickly but will lower slowly and
gradually – these light changes are subtle. One temporary feature of this month is that repeated loud
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sounds will turn the light slightly red. The sound feature also has a exhaustion feature in case the function
is abused. Finally, the systems global light output is matched with meteorological data: for sunny days the
light output is slightly cooler, yet not blue, for days where it has been cloudy and dark more blue light may
be used. Each night closer to around 9 pm the light will systematically become warmer to not interfere
with people’s circadian rhythm.

The organic and playful setting
It is a Friday evening in Busan. Hye-Min just got off from her after school studies and already met up with
her friends and had a late dinner. They often spend their Friday and Saturday evenings in Gwangalli since
two friends in their company will be busking and they help out. Other than helping out, it also brings
them happiness and calm. The two friends are becoming quite well known in that they perform duets
with various musical instruments. They are not exceptionally skilful with their instruments but they are
excellent entertainers. The new lighting system has given them an idea and they seem to be the first
buskers to use the street lights’ sound sensitivity with their performances. This night they played an
improvised performance where they stand at two separate light posts, singing and playing guitar alternately.
They use the light to move attention and to add dramatic effects. The light seems to raise in perfect
synchrony with their musical shifts, allowing them to add intensity and seriousness with the red tint at
intense sections, followed by very calm and serene sections which bring some added beauty to the drama.
Somehow the lighting seems to manage to assist the performance quite well and bring it some extra.
Sometimes it seems to turn off and just become unresponsive and at times it will seem as if they stopped
working.

Nuisances amongst peace
All along the beach people can occasionally be seen trying out the light sensing as they notice it. Some are
even attempting to test its limits by using selfie sticks to reach the microphone and play music through
their phones. Others clap their hands and stomp their feet, sometimes even in groups which creates a
ruckus. Ji-Eun has seen the commotion and thinks it is despicable. The area was always somewhat noisy
but now these young phone handling kids are overplaying the mood. Ji-Eun does not exactly like the new
change in the streets. To start with the street was occupied by service cars during their installation which
took long enough. In the beginning right after the installation, before Friday and before many people had
noticed that the lights can listen, it seemed to somehow make the area more welcoming.

An intriguing purpose
After walking the stroller with his child and wife, Min-Ug noticed the new lights and finds them fascinating.
After walking slowly along a seemingly empty road between Gwangalli and the Nam-Gu area, his wife and
him found how the lights seemed to follow them. His wife was astounded at first when they found out
what actually happened. Of course, it had been noticed via post that the lights would be changed and how,
but the actual effect is so subtle. It somehow seemed romantic to them to walk together on the empty road
with the light following them. The lights seemed to match their walking speed and when looking on the
pavement ahead of them it was clear that the pools of light closest to them was more intense than the ones
in the distance. Min-Ug got an idea: what happens if he goes running under these lights?
As soon as they reached home he changed into his running outfit and went for a quick run. Again the
lights matched his speed and when he slammed his feet into the ground the lights would seem to respond.
It somehow motivated his running and even more it led his thoughts to questions: As he is running he
thinks of what the purpose behind lights’ behaviour may be. Would it help him be noticed by drivers as
he runs close to a crossroad? Somehow his movement and presence is emphasised by the lights. He muses
and thinks that he could probably even send Morse code with them if he had known how. Whatever the
case, they seem to effectively dim out a larger area that any global dimming would and it seems like the
way they do it actually adds something extra to the area. Clearly there is some programmed intelligence
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behind the lights behaviour, but what if there is any fault with the way it is programmed? What if there is
a bug which makes the lights act erratically or turn off? Could someone be able to hack them? He is not
sure what to make of it all. A system like this must have been thoroughly tested and proven to be stable.
It seems so unnecessarily accentuated in some aspects and in others it seems so useful. He continues to
ponder on his way home and resolves that time will have to tell.

Environmental bridging
After enjoying time with her friends, Hye-Min and one other friend who is also her neighbour returns
home on their bicycles. Along the way they pass through the UN park and they can see the uneven lighting.
Somehow parts seem to be sticking out more than before, and they can see lights responding to people far
in the distance. This place used to seem so cold and sterile before but somehow it has turned softer and
warmer. The new lights seem to be quite good they reflect. The light made them laugh during their friend’s
performances and they rejoice in that they could film one of the funniest parts where one friend had a
dramatic climax while being showered by red. The timing seemed so perfect. That night she fell asleep
faster and slept better than she had in many days.
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6 Discussion
As the nobel prize for the blue light LED diode underlines, LED technology has been available for a long
time (Bergström, Delsing, L’Huillier, & Inganäs, 2014 ; Zheludev, 2007). They have been used in electrical
appliances for a long time. Their functions range from simple indicators into vastly more complex
functions in for example laser excitation. The technology is revolutionary. Its recent branching into street
ligthing portends to a need to revise street lights. This is noticed by many researchers and organisations
(Seitinger, 2010; Current by GE, 2016). This has also been a basis in the two developments and they both
seek to apsire to develop it. Future projects, especially within urban lighting must see these possibilities in
LED lamps to create products that are sustainable. Both developments, for example, focus on modularity
and adaptability as means to stay compatible with a potentially fast-changing and developing technology.

The Korean street light
In the case of the Korean inspired road light, its development looked at a definition of Korean architecture
in order to transpose it onto the final concept. Limitations in this approach were discussed in 3.2.1. This
concept highly focuses on implementability and attractiveness by striving for reduced production costs.
Lending technical and theoretical support for this development, standards and benchmark results. While
still being in an early process of its development, it can easily develop more changeable parts to suit client
demands. This is also motivated by the fact that visual impressions rely on the eye of its beholder. What
is considered Korean and not is always a question with a relative answer (though in this case the Korean
impression may not even be needed to a potential end client). The same goes for beauty. While the
developed luminaire might not directly come across as a striking example of Korean architecture, it does
tie together with core concepts in it. It does so with the added strength of being very adaptable.

Interactive lighting
A main concern with the result of the interactive lighting system was to connect interaction with actual
user needs. While Seitinger (2010) proved that interactive lighting can be fruitful to explore and that it is
appreciated by users, little connection to needs were made. As of now, when someone spend time on a lit
street, the reason is often not to simply bask in light’s ambiance – instead the use of them is merely
secondary and supplements other activities. Now, is that enough? Would they work better if they proved
to be enjoyable in and of themselves? They may be and the possibility should be explored because it has
big potentials.
The need for a street light to do anything more than provide light is presently not expected nor even asked
for. So can it be argued to be needed? Creating a street light that interacts could become a choir of creating
a use that is based on a gimmick. It may not be needed. ‘as interaction system for the sake of interaction’.
Once again the need for adaptability and progressive adjustments can prove to remedy these risks. The
results therefore also posit adaptability as a central function to interactive systems survivability in a
usability sense. With the ability to cost efficiently change parts of its behaviour it may have the chance to
co-evolve with users. Possibilities hidden in the rigid role of current street lighting may be uncovered.
Similar to how cell phones were ubiquitous before the breakthrough of smart phones, street lights do exist
in large areas around the world. They are a part of society and they would possibly have an incredible
potential to host roles that are communication based, binding together each light as a fundament for
interaction.
One interesting ‘secondary’ function being uncovered through it is: it provides an alternate way of defining
visibility, whereas traditional static lighting will remain lit the same all along a road, with the interactive
lighting it stays lit where people are. Visibility in this sense can be defined by knowing that there is a
presence. Where traditional lighting relies on the eyes ability to detect, the interactive lighting notifies of
presences by indicating it with light. Therefore it can help create road safety by providing this assistance.
The notion of ‘bad visibility’ is somewhat mitigated and solved through this alternate way of ‘seeing’.
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Sustainability
One implication, especially from the interactive system, is that products can and should encourage thinking
in sustainable ways. By dimming lights actively, large scale efforts to save and care for resources can be
emphasised to the general public. Similar to how an electrical car embraces and advertises the future need
to discourage use of carbon fuels. In a similar way, results from the thesis also potentially infers this
thinking into society as well as product industry.
Sustainability is integral to all components in any product, and ensuring a value for the user is key to
achieve sustainability and it can be done in many ways. For example, as suggested by Norman (2002),
using aesthetics to create a set of tea pots to suit a user’s daily mood is one way to ensure satisfaction in a
product. It may ultimately prolong its service time. However, for public lighting, big scale developments
using this manner of creating qualitative value is largely unexplored. One may see attempts to unify art
and aesthetics with street lighting in attempts to create beautification lighting as described by Tiechelen
(2007). This leads to one of the thesis’ most prominent findings and aspirations.

Aesthetics in many facets
Another central term in this thesis has been aesthetics. The success of product design can many times seem
to rely largely on subjective views and loose perspectives on what is good and not. A wide view of the term
‘aesthetics’ can partly help understand this subjectivity. While not being verified yet, the results of this
thesis still point to two drastically different views of aestetics which helped it reach its conclusions. These
conclusion in turn are not obviously connected to the term. They were reached using aestetics as a role
model. The Korean luminaire showed aesthetic joined with practical advantages and the interactive system
aesthetics what seems as a completely disconnected term; interaction.
The thesis’ second part once again show an interesting take on design terms: aestetics as a component of
interaction (Marti, 2010; Petersen, Iversen, & Krogh, 2004). Experiences are more and more being based
on interactive systems. This is especially true when looking at smart phones which is a highly interactive
product. An interesting change may be observed when comparing this type of human-computer
interaction with the intention-response centered interaction of Norman (1984); the intention in
experience oriented interaction may be seen as a less directly motivated effort to reach satisfaction, intrigue
or entertainment. Moreover, interaction, or rather interactive products with these purposes are becoming
more prominent on todays markets. When considering the interactive lighting system, its interface is also
somewhat novel. Seen through Norman’s (1984) view of an interface, it has this time taken the shape of
the general urban environment. Sociomaterially, technology in this case shares an intertwined relation
with groups of users. The users can use the street lights to communicate with one another as well as play
with the lighting effects inividually. This also potentially leads the mind from the question of how to use
a system (or interface) and lead it towards exploring it directly – finding possibilities and functions through
an organic exploration.

The international project environment
One of the unique and arguably most attractive sentiments towards taking on this thesis was the
opportunity to work in an international setting. This discussion is aimed to provide some perspective into
how it was to work in this setting and may as such be of interest to other students looking to undertake
similar projects. The development faced many interesting situations. One particularly difficult aspect was
to know what was the end goal as requested by the professor. Firstly, what is Korean style in a luminaire?
What is the technical requirement? Where should the light be installed? Many of these things were hidden
behind language barriers and partly confusion. Having clear, common goals in international
collaborations is vital to their successful conduct (Hofstede, 1983). Fundamentally, however, all this in
combination with the characteristic complexity in conducting design problems showed that the working
method, all the same remained largely the same. Design problems exist in definition between stakeholders,
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users and are solved through dialogue and solution spaces (Simon, 1973; Cross, 2000). The language
barriers often meant that explanations, question and other statements had to be translated and then told,
making them take a secondary route that built on the translators understanding. At times this seemed to
confound discussions. The goal was never clearly defined by the client (professor) and this led the design
process to take its own assumptions as to what the desired goal might be. The process therefore required
a lot of initiative-taking. As a whole, these factors very well exemplified the ‘hindrances’ that might appear
in an international project.
Moreover, the project was conducted alongside two other project and did not take a prioritised spot among
them. Additionally, the street light project was conducted in a group setting and initially it was important
that each participant got a hand in its development. So they did but as the project continued further it
started relying more on individual initiative. When the group was not pushed by an initiative to focus on
the street light sketches its members would focus on other more urgent projects. This also meant that the
pace of the project was more or less set by the other work load of the participants. In retrospect this has
been a valuable lesson in organising of projects, something that likely will happened again. The set of
projects being developed in parallel exemplified project management theories in a real setting: Managing
projects and having a clear sense of time relevant priorities is a balance that can’t be neglected lest all
project suffers. The street light lost its priority within the group as another project was closing in on its
deadline. One project in particular was set to be finished quite early compared to the street light project.
This other project got delayed several times due to clients requesting more research. If the deadline would
have been met the first time, it would have left the work load much lighter. But, due to the nature projects
are negotiated and handled here, the deadline was moved forward several times. This part however was
out of my control. The company repeatedly requested more research in dialogue with the project’s
supervisor, who then agreed.
Culturally, one might think that adapting must be difficult. At times it was true but compared to
confusions brought by language barriers, its effect was slight. In general, participants in a project somehow
has to cooperate together and the strive towards understanding each other comes naturally. During breaks
when there is time for small talk it is possible to ‘interview’ one another casually. It proved to be very
essential to govern teamwork. However, looking specifically at the differences in Swedish and Korean work
culture, the aspects that were experienced and proved most difficult was to adapt to is the heavily
hierarchic nature of Korean working style. While team members and supervisors were being very open,
sensitive and considerate towards foreign culture, the hierarchic working style permeated through. It
inferred a collectivistic working style which collided somewhat with the individual-based Swedish style.
Aside from aspects of project management, a design method which truly excelled and proved its weighty
worth was sketching. Ideas expressed in drawings function as a symbolic language. In other words, it is
universal and not subject of translation weaknesses. Sketching also turned out to become important in
decision making: It solidified ideas in paper and prevented that important details did not get lost in
translation.
Finally, returning to language, having basic knowledge in Korean language proved immeasurably valuable.
Meetings were held weekly and the main language in them (as well as for daily situations) is Korean. Being
able to understand basics let meetings be conducted much smoother. Many times it relieved team
members from having to give lengthy translations. Having to translate would often seem like a burden
and encumbered the flow of the processes. Moreover, learning the native language of the region working
in is an act of respect and courtesy.
As a closing remark, having the opportunity to work in an international project has been invaluable and
is highly recommended.
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7 Conclusions
Following are conclusions presented as answers for the three research questions.

Research question 1 – How can Korean traditional architecture be characterized and be used in the
design of a LED street lamp?
Korean architecture is characterised by simple symmetric shapes which are specifically characterised by
gracefully bending lines. Moreover, the derived solution embraces a close connection to nature, an aspect
finding roots in its history of being built from natural materials and through religious connections through
Buddhism. The concepts feature a few styles based on their roofs. Two of these are the flamboyant ‘Paljak-’
and the simplistic ‘Choga-’style. Aspects from both of these were condensed to be fit in a Choga inspired
luminaire which combined the shape identity with technical aspects in a manner that minimises
production cost, offer optimal cooling that secure a long service time for LEDs.

Research question 2 – How can future implementations of LED street lights in an urban setting be
designed to improve the situation for outdoor activities?
Street lighting has traditionally had the modest use of lighting the streets to facilitate a countless range of
human activities. In the provision of light, they fill an integral role in human nature and can even have
physiological effects. They also play a part in creating an environment that feels safe. With the
breakthrough of highly adaptable LED lamps, light can be dynamically controlled in many ways to take
human perception into consideration and can even provide a set of communicative qualities (as suggested
in the second result). These ‘controllables’ can be outputted according to sensor intake from pedestrians in
the form of direct inputs from simple presence to more complex information via smart electrical
appliances such as smart phones. By creating this interaction between people and street lighting new roles
of public lighting may emerge. The suggested adaptive system features many possible roles for outdoor
activities but one main feature is the way it dynamically responds to people’s presence. It provides a global
dim mode which saves energy, minimises light pollution and provide pedestrians with a ‘personal’ street
lighting that follows them around.

Research question 3 – In the future, should street lights’ role be to alter environments or facilitate some
interaction?
This question remains difficult to answer at this point. The above mentioned interactive system has the
ability to adapt and sees this as a key characteristic in evolving an optimal relationship to environment
and users.

Future work
In order to advance in its development, the Korean road light is in need of further optimisation of shape
– performance balancing. To do this the development need to pick a specific environment to be
implemented in. Then the area has to be classified in terms of its light requirements. A lamp can then be
chosen depending on the required performance which gives technical details that will specify the exact
heat dissipation demands that are needed. Upon this, the requirement on the heat sink will be known
which is then used to unify performance with a final shape.
The interactive street light system is far from ready to be implemented, but then, the aim of the
development never was to create a finished system. The development is a proof of concept and an
invitation to ponder upon future roles of street lighting through the light of new technologies. Interactive
street lights are interesting and may deserve to be explored for reasons mentioned above. However some
considerations which are needed are to look at its relation to other parts of society. With the breakaway
from the rigid system and introduction of interaction and communicative aspects, new variables have been
made free. All of these need to be investigated for interference with surrounding traffic. What are the
effects of the system that was described? In short, simulations set in a more realistic manner are needed.
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The following section includes an analysis of Chinese and Taiwanese architecture
Exteriors
Chinese architecture typically features more aggressive shapes than both Korean and Japanese architecture.
The houses typically tend to be flamboyant and spire upwards with sharp shapes bending upwards with a
sharp curvature. Centre of focus fall on the roof thanks to these characteristics that seem to take the most
prominent portion of buildings. Moreover, to support the heavy roof many posts and columns are needed.
They are placed at regular intervals and when attention is payed to the lower part of these buildings, they
are important for the visual appreciation. Commonly they can be seen very clearly as they contrast by
colour with the rest of the building (see Appended figure A-2). Behind these columns the walls of the
building are found. The space between the columns and walls combined with the large overhanging roof
create an impression of weight and heaviness. This impression is particularly emphasized in buildings that
are wide in the sense have lower walls and larger roofs.
Roof style
As noted, roofs of old Chinese houses have a rather extreme shape. Whereas western houses mainly had
straight lines, the Chinese roofs had relatively extreme round shapes. When observing the shape of a
Chinese house, one can see that every corner and ridge terminate after a strong upward curvature. In these
spots the roof may even transition into a spike. The roof as such has a very sharp appearance, though due
to the curviness appear quite gracious and light. The shape is somewhat reminiscent of the petals of a rose
or lotus flower.
Interiors
Traditional Chinese interiors are often adorned with repeating squares and rectangles. Often rooms are
placed in line with thin walls equipped slide-able doors centred in them. It is many times possible to see
from one room across to the far end room. In larger facilities and wealthy houses rooms may be equipped
with courtyards that these rooms open into, providing them with natural light. Colour-wise these interiors
often use dark colours where dark red typically dominates (see Appended figure A-4 & Appended figure
A-1). This colour scheme lends extra contrast to the natural daylight

Appended figure A-1. Interior of the ‘Lin family estate’ in Taipei. The picture shows an entrance hall
leading up to a small shrine. It passes through the house and into a courtyard.
Temples
Buildings typically feature a high density of details that are only visible once the viewer comes close to the
building. See Appended figure A-3. These are in form of carved wood beams, paintings and gargoyles of
holy creatures such as dragons and dogs. Some regular patterns made from wooden carvings may be found
Appendix A-1

under the roof edges. Chinese temples often give the impression of extravagance and richness because of
their particularly dense detail level.

Appended figure A-2. Two ceremonial buildings located in Taipei. To the left a building found in the
Taiwan democracy memorial park and to the right the national Dr. Sun Yat-Sen memorial hall. The two
buildings show a use of strong colours and contrast.
On Buddhist temples colours usually amount to four specific colours carrying their own meaning: blue,
red, green and yellow. These four colours are used according to Buddhist belief of balance in the world.
The colours represent opposing elements such as wind and fire and their placement in temples emphasize
the harmony between them. In fact, these are also very often found in Korean temples as explained in the
Korean architecture analysis.

Appended figure A-3. Detailing of a roof found on a gate approaching Longshan temple in Taipei. The
picture shows the gates exterior wall and the intricate wood carvings and colouring placed on it.
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Appended figure A-4. A mood board showing elements of Chinese architecture.
Appended table A-1. Aesthetical summary of Chinese traditional architecture.
Shape

Main shapes: Pyramids, rectangles, triangles, cylinders
Sub shapes: Rectangles, cylinders

Composition

Local unit: Horizontally, a symmetric arrangement of one or more rectangles crowned with a short
pyramid whose base is wider than the rectangle base. Vertically, rising cylinders joining the
pyramid.
Composite unit: Local units put together into courtyards. May or may not be symmetric.
Colours and material: Strong red, black, dark tiles, white plaster, wood
Texture: Rough
Top heavy:
Buildings often feature a great imbalance between its upper and lower parts. Roofs take
dominance and dwarfs underlying structures. Furthermore, roof may be accented by
strong colours along with strongly coloured columns supporting it. Interiors are dark
which also contrasts with bright outside environments.
Large roof:
Roofs take dominance over the buildings. Especially so since columns often are used to
let roof edges rest farther away from building walls. The effect is that the building is
disproportionate.
Symmetric, authoritarian:
Symmetry generally appears in all buildings in a local level; all buildings appear as
individual units, bounded and completed by their own roof which imposes symmetry.
As such constructions made from a number of smaller buildings may not be symmetric.
However, large important buildings consisting of largely one unit often exhibit full
symmetry.

Physical
attribute
Balance:

Proportions:

Symmetry:
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Solidity:

Dynamics:

Complexity:

Curvature:
Silhouette

Heavy, oppressive:
Due to the strong visual appearance of roofs they often create a heavy impression. They
cover the underlying structures and presses down upon them. However, in cases where
columns have been used to support the roofs farther out from the building walls, the
space form is inflated and there is some sense of lightness. In general, however, due to
the dark tones used in combination with above, buildings appear quite heavy.
Floating, hovering:
Roofs bend upwards but carpets a wide area, similar to a cloud. The roofs take
appearance of a table cloth over a spiky object. Therefore, buildings appear stationary
but floating. The floating sensation is amplified by larger offsets between roof edges and
supporting walls.
Chaotic:
Complexity of buildings tend to be high. Especially so for smaller buildings with many
modules since there is not global scale symmetry. In religious buildings detail levels are
high, large structures may be covered in small details that appear like fractals once the
viewer come closer to the building. On the underside of roof edges there are repeating
patterns. On top of the roof however, patterns may appear to be regular when seen
from a distance, but upon closer inspection details turn out be disconnected from each
other. Finally, the upwards bending spikes often introduce ‘more’ dimensions for the
building to span.
Thoroughly strong bends. Strong concave terminals.
Upwards pointing and sharp.
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In terms of general shapes of buildings, Japanese architecture could be argued to be the most toned down
in terms of aggressively out of the three styles. Where Chinese and Korean make use of strong curvature,
Japanese buildings tend to have a more mellow appearance with longer straight lines with gentler slopes
and bends. Curved features seem to be used more often as added details, unique for each building. See
for example the curved arch in Appended figure B-2. These details make up for the most extreme use of
curvature and rather than being a general building element in every building, they appear quite rarely.
Moreover, colours also tend to have a less extreme appearance especially so when comparing Buddhist
buildings between the three styles. Instead of boasting extravagance through use of strong colours,
Japanese temples and buildings seem to favour simple compositions of white and dark colours. Individual
buildings in a small scale may as such appear to have less complexity and be more regular in their
appearance. However, complexity may however reach quite high heights but in a different way than that
of Chinese buildings. The element of complexity is emphasized in composites of many small modules in
larger buildings. The detail level can be said to be on another scale than the small details of Chinese
architecture. Some castles for example (see upper left corner of Appended figure B-3. A mood board
showing elements of Japanese architecture.) appear as many small buildings put together.

Appended figure B-1. The stacked roof of Hiroshima castle seen from its gardens.
Exteriors
Out of the three styles Japanese buildings have the most balanced emphasis between a building’s roof and
its walls. The heavy accent of the roof is toned down and this shifts the impression of the building and
causes the walls to become more apparent. Similar to Chinese buildings however, buildings tower upwards.
Important Japanese buildings such as castles typically have several floors that tends to overlap and interplay
in a fashion that gives them a towering feeling.
The supporting columns found in large Chinese buildings are not as obviously accentuated in Japanese
architecture. Instead large structures have replaced the pillars with supportive walls in which the ‘columns
are embedded’. Exterior colours are usually white and dark colours and patterns are commonly occurring
as squares formed by partly visible wooden structures embedded into the walls.
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Roof style
Due to the heavy black tiles put on the roofs the roofs inherit an impression of weight and heaviness. The
roofs are characterised by straight lines and in corners, very slight bends existing on its ends. The style is
as such somewhat closer to western buildings in that the roofs appear more square styled. It also leads to
buildings appearing more orderly.
Interiors
Japanese interiors often have a brighter colour scheme than that of Chinese buildings. In particular, as
traditional houses’ floors were equipped with a rice straw carpet called ‘Tatami’. This rug is closely
associated with Japanese houses and gives floors the natural whitish colour of straw. Several of these rugs
cover floors either partly or completely and in this they create a pattern from their repeating placement.
The bright colours of the rice straw floors are often reflected in interior walls; where Chinese interiors
seem to favour overall dark colour schemes the Japanese interior design uses light colours in both floor
and walls to mingle with dark colours breaking the bright up into regular sections.
Temples
Similar to general houses and castles, the Japanese Buddhist temples are typically also less aggressive in
their use of colour. It is quite common to find temple buildings that only have one or two main colours.
This differs from the Chinese Buddhist buildings. The sparing use of colour bring calm and order to the
building that are that reinforces the relative clean style imposed by the straight roofs. The buildings do
not appear as extravagant or luxurious and instead appear to be orderly. Temples and houses are typically
thoughtfully decorated with trees and are often well integrated into gardens such as the reconstructed
Hiroshima castle.

Appended figure B-2.To the left; Sensou-temple in Tokyo and right; Tofukuji Temple in Kyoto. Colours are
kept to red and white with some details in yellow. The roof features some small bends.
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Appended figure B-3. A mood board showing elements of Japanese architecture.
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Appended table B-1. Aesthetical summary of Japanese traditional architecture.
Shape

Main shapes: Pyramids, triangular prisms, rectangles.
Sub shapes: cylinders.

Composition

Local unit: A arrangement of one or more rectangles crowned with a short pyramid whose base is
somewhat wider than the rectangle base.
Composite unit: Local units put together into courtyards or stacked castles.
Colour: White plaster, dark stained wood, yellow, gold, straw, black roof tiles.
Texture: Weak colour tones are rough and fuller colours are smooth. Roof tops are heavily textured
by repeating round roof tiles.
Balanced top and bottom:
Roof and supporting structure are more equally balanced. The inclination of the roofs
tends to be small and as such their height to their top ridges is generally lower. First
floor walls tend to be rather tall and they gain precedence in the visual impression.
Where Chinese buildings typically focus on the roofs, Japanese buildings exhibit a
greater balance between roof and walls. Colours often also
Crammed middle:
Japanese buildings often have small spaces between roofs on their middle levels. They
are more or less stacked on each other which creates an impression of pressure between
levels. First floor
Asymmetric:
Symmetry is not a must; symmetry appears in large temple structures but not as
consistently as in Korean or Chinese styles. Smaller houses often lack symmetry.
Light:
Without colour and texturing the building is simply box like. However, with the
frequent use of white in its main body, the building appears as being light.
Spanning horizontally:
The layered appearance seems to create small houses into lamellas where each layer
finds the highest degree of freedom in horizontal planes. This impression is further
strengthened by roof edges being formed of long stretches of straight lines.
Complex compositions, simple units:
Smaller buildings often feature roof stacking which without knowledge of the building’s
inner floor layout. The impression is that roofs are shaped quite inconsequently and
may result in abruptly endings and beginnings of roof edges. Large structures such as
castles may however
Straight with slight bends on terminating lines.
Box-like.

Physical
attribute
Balance

Proportions

Symmetry
Solidity
Dynamics

Complexity

Curvature
Silhouette
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When looking at Korean, Japanese and Chinese architecture, the Korean style seem to exist as an inbetween style that shares elements from both other styles. It has bends similar to those in Chinese
architecture but these are more mellow and do not feature its aggressive upward shapes. Also colours are
more mellow and can oftentimes feature buildings solely in dark and light palettes but also colourful
examples such as those found in religious buildings.
Exteriors
As stated in 2.8, exterior structures consist of walls, the roof and its supporting columns. However, the
columns are similar to Japanese buildings built into walls and are typically not separated and upheaved as
an independently standing design feature. This also means that the roofs are less offset and therefore has
less precedence of the main appearance of the house, but due to the soft shapes in the roofs they still make
up for a significant amount of the visual experience by contrasting with the straight shapes in the base.
Most famous places that were observed showed an exterior where the roofs were in dark colour, walls in
white with supportive wooden beams spaced into them which protrude slightly. Examples of those are
Namsangol Hanok Village (Appended figure C-1), Bukchon Hanok Village (Appended figure C-2) and
the Gyeongbokgung- area, both located in Seoul (Appended figure C-3).

Appended figure C-1. Buildings in Namsangol Hanok Village in Seoul.
Inside these rural areas, houses are not usually levelled or built in a common height. They are built and
stand on natural elevations, somewhat similar to what was said by Jackson & Koehler (2015): building
that follow nature. This elevation difference between buildings create an effect where houses and in
particular roofs tend to layer upon each other and overlap. The landscape near these famous sites is also
quite mountainous; oftentimes it is possible to see mountain tops far in the horizon from where these
villages and townships exist. Finally, the buildings often orient themselves according to hills and slopes
and taken together, this consideration toward hills create a connection between settlements, buildings
and surrounding topography. For an example, see Appended figure C-2.
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Appended figure C-2. Houses in Bukchon Hanok Village: rooftops that melt with mountain lines in the
horizon.

Appended figure C-3. A courtyard in the Gyeongbokgung palace
Roof style
From observations when travelling inside South Korea, the most outstanding and prominent roof style is
that of Paljak. Simplified this roof can be described as a hip roof (four angled sides meeting in a common
peak or ridge) on which a standard two side roof has been placed along the house’s long side. In effect
this roof has extra edges that lifts it out of monotony and allows itself to be adorned by more detailing.
As the dark roofs contrast with the bright of the rest of the building and because of the dark colour, they
come across as being visually heavy. This heaviness is somewhat alleviated by the curving roof line that
gives an impression of lift force unlike that of the relatively straighter Japanese roof lines.
The bends in the roof often seem to mingle with the curvaceous nature in their surroundings, as pointed
out by a member of the development team during the creative process. South Korea has many mountains
which often seem to have inspired the roof shape.
Interiors
Interior environments in houses typically also embraces the natural, in specifics the ones of its material
constituents. Warm pine colours therefore often dominate the indoor environment in every aspect. Since
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houses are often built out of pine trees, both walls, floor, ceiling and rafters. Unlike Japanese and Chinese
the Korean architecture seem to exhibit wood material and wooden tones in their entirety. It is possible
to see plaster walls in Korean buildings, especially on exterior walls, but inside the house it does not appear
as frequently as in Japanese. Furthermore, the strong emphasis on wood is unique for Korean architecture.
Temples
Temples often feature a richness of details similar to Chinese buildings. However, these details have a
different appearance. Some temples in Chinese building tradition feature extravagant materials such as
golds and silver gargoyles and ornaments. With the Korean Buddhist version extravagance has been traded
for simplicity within highly dense details. The four Buddhist colours green, red, blue and yellow are once
again apparent, which according to a guided tour, represented Buddhist beliefs of world balance. See
Appended figure C-4 and Appended figure C-5.

Appended figure C-4. A temple building in Bulguksa, Gyeongju.

Appended figure C-5. Detailing of an underside roof corner in Bulguksa temple.
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Finally, there is one more roof style that differentiates itself from the usual tiled roofs; the thatched Choga
roof style. See Appended figure C-6. The Choga roof style.

Appended figure C-6. The Choga roof style.
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Appended table C-1. Aesthetical summary of Korean traditional architecture.
Shape

Main shapes: Pyramids, triangular prisms, rectangles, double bent surfaces
Sub shapes: Cylinders

Composition

Local unit: An arrangement of one or more rectangles crowned with a short pyramid whose base
is wider than the rectangle base.
Composite unit: Local units put together into courtyards or stacked temples.
Colour: Plaster, stone, warm wood, green, yellow, red, blue.
Texture: Foundations are rough, while wood details are soft.
Heavy top
Colour-wise, buildings tend to be balanced and do not contrast that much. Roofs take
precedence over structures under it
Top heavy, narrowing off upwards:
A lot of the visual impression falls on the roof. The roof itself has a very wide bottom
which arches across its whole length and on its top-side, the inwards inclination causes
the roof to disappear upwards.
Symmetric:
Building units are symmetric. Composite buildings may sometimes not have symmetry.
Light:
Thanks to the relatively large size of roofs and their bent edge lines, the building appears
to have an upwards lift. The bright plaster on walls between roof and foundation create
a space that seem to be created by the roof as it lifts.
Swaying:
The shape of roofs in particular blend well with the surrounding mountainous areas
and its saddle like appearance makes it seem to sway like a leaf towards the ground.
Controlled:
Similar to Chinese temples, Korean architecture also has fractal patterns built in under
their roofs which incorporate colour patterns. Firstly, roof undersides have multiple
beams protruding through them, which are then coloured in various pattern according
to the four colours of balance. Unlike Chinese temples, the Korean counterpart seldom
feature adornments on its roof, as such it has a more simplistic appearance.
Slight thoroughgoing bends that increase moderately before terminating.
Close to nature

Physical
attribute
Balance
Proportions

Symmetry
Solidity

Dynamics
Complexity

Curvature
Silhouette
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Appended figure D-1. The sketch explores expression-possibilities in the central symbol of the South Korean
national flag
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Appended figure E-1. A side view of the luminaire exploring how to attach a flat LED lamp.

Appended figure E-2. Sketches exploring the placement of LED driver, parting lines and spatial layout of
the luminaire
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Appended figure F-1. A product shape consisting of a section being repeated four times around a central
axis for a symmetric shape.
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Appended figure G-1. Computer created side views of Choga-inspired curves in a heat sink.
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Appended figure H-1. Computer-aided shape explorations in three dimensions.
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Appended figure I-1. A technical sketch exploring technical aspects of the luminare. This sketch in
particular investigates the placement of the LED-driver.
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Appended figure J-1. An early version of the concept .
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Appended table K-1 Following materials are to be used (as a suggestion).
Part
Heat sink

Material
Aluminium

Led assembly
plate
Central beam

Aluminium

Screws

Steel

Seals

Silicon

Steel

Surface finish
White epoxy
coating
White epoxy
coating
Black epoxy
coating
Stainless,
enamelled
Not applicable
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Appended figure L-1. Volumetric measurements of one heat sink segment.

Appended figure L-2. Loose prediction of casting cost the quarter shape using standard aluminium based
on an internet calculator.
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Appended figure M-1. The luminaire equipped with a roof as protection from the elements.
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